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Abstract 

The human auditory system uses different modes of processing auditory information. With 
these dynamic processes certain temporal parameters are related which determine whether the 
system is fast or slow. These parameters vary given the auditory process and the listening task. 
During this study the spectra-temporal processing of the auditory system was examined. This 
processing can bedescribed using a sliding temporal integration window (RoEx-window) that 
weights signa! amplitudes during time. The temporal window can be characterized by a certain 
integration time or equivalent rectangular duration (ERD). 

Tone doublets are sequences of two identical short tone bursts separated by a pause (gap). By 
varying the pause duration, stimuli can be generated with speetral maxima above or below the 
carrier frequency of the tone. The separation between peaks in the spectra decreases for 
increasing gaps. During this study two types of tone doublets were used. They are the so called 
A stimulus (gap equal to an integer minus one quarter cycle, main speetral peak above carrier) 
and B stimulus (gap equal to an integer plus one quarter cycle, main speetral peak below car
rier), both consisting of two 4-cycle tone burst of a 1-kHz sinusoid. 

The use of tone doublets to examine spectra-temporal processing was investigated. Psycho
metrie functions for the discriminability of A and B stimuli as a function of gap-duration were 
measured using a 412AFC procedure. The samewas done for relative pitch labelling using a 
212AFC procedure. From the psychometrie functions tone doublet discrimination thresholds 
(TDDT) could be estimated. Both normally hearing and hearing impaired (sensorineural and 
conductive loss) subjects participated in the listening tasks. 

A and B stimuli appeared to be perceptual discriminabie for negative (overlapping tone bursts) 
and small positive gaps. In those cases, the A stimulus has a higher pitch than the B stimulus. 
Results yielded an average TDDT (75% correct) of about 2.5 ms. This seems to indicate that 
there is a critica} duration of the gap of about 2.5 ms that separates the spectra-temporal 
processing of the two bursts of the tone doublets. On average TDDT's tend to be larger for 
hearing impaired than for normally hearing listeners, but differences are small. There exists 
considerable variability in individual scores. 

The effect of changing the amplitude-ratio between first and second burst of the tone dou
blet was examined. TDDT's became larger for larger ratios. This effect is in accordance with 
the effect of ringing in the auditory filter. 

One of the hearing impaired subjects showed a returning clue effect. Discriminability of 
tone doublets returned to all correct for large gaps (between 7 and 13 ms). Until now, the 
nature of this effect is unclear. 

Additionally, frequency jnd's and gap-detection thresholds were determined. Frequency jnd's 
for tone bursts were measured using an adaptive 412AFC procedure. Thresholds for detecting 
temporal gaps in sinusaids (preserved phase condition) were measured in an adaptive 212AFC 
procedure. Background noise was used to mask speetral splatter associated with the gap. 

There seems to be only little correlation between TDDT's, frequency-jnd's and gap-detec
tion thresholds. Generally, TDDT's tend to be large for subjects with small frequency-jnd's and 
large gap-detection thresholds. 
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Preface 

This thesis describes the research I have carried out at the Hearing & Speech group of the Insti
tute for Perception Research (IPO) in Eindhoven in the period from March 1995 until April 
1996. With this project I complete the Applied Physics program at Eindhoven University of 
Technology (TUE). 

From several resources (Chorus et al., 1995 and Ruwaard et al., 1993) it becomes obvious that 
generally the number of people suffering from hearing impairment in the Netherlands is 
increasing as a result of increasing ageing and noise exposures. In many cases these people can 
be helped with the use of hearing instruments. 

For Philips Hearing Instruments this is another boost for designing better hearing instru
ments. The development of suitable hearing instruments needs at some stage a thoroughly 
knowledge about ear and hearing in generaland about the pathological ear and hearing impair
ments particularly. 

lt is believed that functional modelling of the human auditory system contributes to this 
knowledge. Since these models are generally very complicated it is not attainable fora thesis 
project to develop a complete model. Therefore an abstraction was made of a small part of such 
a model. The part of interest describes the spectro-temporal processing of the auditory system. 
Know led ge of this processing can provide a better understanding of complex tasks as speech 
intelligibility. In the end, this paper forms another piece of the big puzzle which attempts to 
describe the human auditory system. 

Jeroen Verbunt 
Eindhoven, April 1996 
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1 Introduetion 

1.1 General introduetion 

The current study is an undergraduate thesis project, set up as a cooperation between the lnsti
tute of Perception Research, Philips Hearing lnstruments and the Audiological Centre Eind
hoven. Each of these participating organisations will be described in greater detail below. 

1.1.1 lnstitute for Perception Research 

The lnstitute for Perception Research (IPO) is a partnership between Philips Research Labora
tories and Eindhoven University of Technology. Within Philips Research the IPO is part of the 
lnformation and Software Technology sector; within the University it comes under the Percep
tion Studies Department of the faculty Technology Management. 

The IPO spedalizes in the domain of human perception and man-machine communication 
for products based on information technology. The research is fundamental and applied and is 
largely concemed with seeing, hearing, speech and language. The IPO has four discipline 
groups (Hearing and Speech, Vision, Cognition and Communication, Language) and two sub
ject groups (lnformation Ergonornies and Communication Aids). Specialized fieldsof interest 
include image and sound quality, speech synthesis, naturallanguage processing, man-machine 
dialogues and user interfaces. 

The main research objective of the Hearing and Speech group is to determine how people 
produce, perceive and process sound, in particular speech. Accordingly some major research 
themes are formed: sound perception, prosody, speech signa! processing and hearing and 
speech technology. 

The aim of sound perception research is to gain fundamental insight into the processing of 
sounds by the human auditory system. In particular, it is investigated how the temporal and 
speetral characteristics of signals are processed and how they lead to specific percepts. 

1.1.2 Philips Hearing Instruments 

Philips Hearing lnstruments is a business unit of Philips Consumer Electranies B.V. which is a 
division of Philips Electtonics N.V. This business unit covers the research and development, 
manufacturing and worldwide marketing and sales of hearing instruments, otoplastics and 
other hearing related devices and accessories. lts objective is to help people with hearing defi
ciencies to live as they wish with the hearing they have using actvaneed technologies in elec
tronics, acoustics and micromechanics. 

In general the research is mainly concemed with the technica} (non medica!) rehabilitation 
of hearing impairment Most of the research is farmed out and therefore collaborations with 
(technica!) universities and academie hospitals in the Netherlands and other countries are set 
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up. Also contacts with audiologists and E.N.T.specialists are maintained. The state-of-the-art 
research and development currently focuses largely on digital signa! processing, improving lis
tening comfort and further scale reducing of hearing instruments. 

For designing and developing a functional hearing instrument it is in the first place neces
sary to have as much information as possible about the human auditory system in general and 
its signa! processing in particular. Therefore the need arises for a functional work model of the 
auditory system. Since such total models can be very complicated it is sometimes necessary to 
split the model into smaller parts. 

The Development group of Philips Hearing Instruments together with the Speech and Hear
ing group of the Institute for Perception Research therefore prepared the current master thesis 
project. 

1.1.3 Audiological Centre Eindhoven 

The Foundation Audiological Centre Eindhoven (ACE) is one of 22 recognized dutch audio
logica! centres. The team of the ACE examines people with difficulties in hearing, speaking or 
language. Services include outpatient evaluation and rehabilitation programs for a wide variety 
of ~earing and speech related disorders. Information, advise and accompaniment is given about 
diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation for especially young and elderly people. Collaborations 
are maintained withother audiological centres, E.N.T.wards in hospitals and the Saint Marie 
institute for hearing and speech disabled persons in Eindhoven. 

The consulting of patients with a potential hearing disadvantage is based on a thoroughly 
clinical audiologie examination after they are referred by a general practitioner or specialist. 
Annually there is a growth of more than 2500 new patients from the region Eindhoven and sur
rounding districts. The ACE serves in this study as a data-bank for hearing impaired listeners. 
In consultation with the involved parties, the team of ACE selected potential subjects from the 
patients who recently visited the ACE for an audiologie examination. 

1.2 Content of study 

The current study deals with one of the fundamental aspects of sound perception, called tempo
ral integration. Before outlining this particular aspect a quick and general review of sound and 
some of its physical parameters will be given. After that the attention is focused on the physical 
parameters associated with temporal integration. This section ends with a formulation of the 
main questions of the study. 

1.2.1 Sound and speech 

Stationary sounds can be described using some related physical properties. These properties 
can for instanee be amplitude, energy, frequency and speetral density. With each of these phys
ical parameters a perceptual sensation is associated. Amplitude and energy are associated with 
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loudness, frequency and periodicity are related with pitch and the speetral density is related 
with timbre. Time and frequency are very important dimensions in hearing since almost all 
sounds change over time. 

Especially during speech, all the acoustic properties of the sound souree vary constantly in 
time. In general sound, and particular speech, is a quickly varying signal in time and frequency. 
Accordingly the physical and psychological quantities vary as a function of time. From speech 
and hearing technology it is known that speech intelligibility depends on the ability to detect 
rapid changes in time and frequency. Most of the information in speech appears to be carried in 
the changes, rather than in the parts of the sound which are relatively stable. 

The spectrum of a speech signal is generally very broad. Between roughly 50 and 8000 Hz 
frequency components can be found with a certain amount of energy. All frequency compo
nents in this region can vary during time. lt thus becomes obvious that speech signals and their 
processing can be very complicated. 

1.2.2 Frequency and time analysis 

A basic property of all sounds is the frequency or frequency distribution. A tooi which can be 
usecl to analyse the frequencies within a signalis called Fourier-transform (Fourier, 1832). 

Fourier transfarms 

For estimating the frequency or frequency distribution of a signal it is necessary to collect 
information of the signal over some time-interval. As this information-collection takes part 
over longer time the accuracy in the frequency estimate gets better. This effect can be 
explained by the Fourier transfarm of an arbitrary signal f(t): 

00 

F(ro) = I f('t)e -jro'td't. 

The signal is now written as an integral of complex exponential functions which form an 
orthogonal basis of eigenfunctions in linear systems (at this stage it is assumed that the ear 
behaves as a linear system). In this way the frequency (j = ro/27t) can be seen as a quantity 
which is attached to the quantity time by means of the Fourier transform. Frequency and time 
are inversely related (f = 1 I t) and analogous properties are true in case that time is replaced 
by frequency and vice versa: 

00 

1 I j(J)'t f(t) = 
2

7t F(ro)e dro. 
-00 

The two functions f(t) and F(ro) from the Fourier-integral pair cannot be bothof 'short dura
tion'. This is supported by the sealing theorem 

af(at) HF(~). 

This assertion, also known as the uncertainty principle, can be given various interpretations, 
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depending on the definition of 'duration'. It is useful to define the measures ofthe durations (or 
widths) of f ( t) and F ( ro) with the numbers d and D : 

00 

1 J 2 2 d = Ë -r IJ<-r>l d-r , 
-oo 

00 

D = 2~E J ro21F(ro)l
2
dro, 

-oo 

where 

co 00 

E = J lf(t)l 2
dt = 2~ J IF(ro)l

2
dro 

-co -co 

stands for the energy of the signal. lt can be derived (Papoulis, 1977) that 

1 d ·D>-- 2' 

by which the statement 'cannot be both of short duration' is crystallized. This expression 
shows that the duration or width in time-space is correlated with that in frequency-space and 
that the product of these is independent of any variable. It is a general property of functions 
that are Fourier transforms of each other that it is impossible to make both d and D smal!. 

These propertiescan also be derived and summarized using the famous Heisenberg relation 
(Stewart, 1932 and Gabor, 1947). This relation reads !l.E · !l.t ~ h, with h the Planck constant. 
lf the energy is replaced by the energy of an 'acoustic quant', E = h · f, an expression results 
which denotes arelation between the uncertainty in time (!l.t = d) and the uncertainty in fre
quency (!l.f = D ): 

!l.t · !l.f ~ constant . 

The exact value of the numerical constant is one, yet trivial. This equation expresses that the 
uncertainties in frequency and time cannot be both made infinitely smal!. A well defined fre
quency needs therefore a eertaio signa! duration. 

lf the signal is integrated over all time, the uncertainty in frequency is minima!. In case the 
signal is integrated during a finite time-interval !l.t (sampling window), the Fourier-integral 
reads: 

F .öt(ro, t) = J f('t)e -jond't. 

t- .öt 

This equation is known as a short-time Fourier transform. For this kind of transforms the 
uncertainty in frequency increases compared with the uncertainty obtained with an overall-
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time Fourier transform. This is best explained using the Heisenberg relation. The finite time 
interval tl.t reduces the duration d of the time signa!. This decrease in duration can only be 
achieved by a proportional increase in the duration D of the Fourier transform. This increase 
introduces an increasing uncertainty in the frequency (tl.f). The frequency thus has a finite 
accuracy which depends on the width of the sampling window tl.t. lncreasing the duration of 
this window increases the accuracy of the frequency determination and like this decreases the 
uncertainty in frequency. On the other hand a decrease of the width of the time interval tl.t will 
lead to a decrease of the uncertainty in time and simultaneously an increase of the uncertainty 
in frequency. 

Most systems don't behave as if the information collection (integration) starts abruptly at a 
certain instant in time and ends abruptly at some other instant. A more practical approach 
makes use of a so called integration window. This window gives a certain weighting to the 
function at every instant in time during integration: 

t 

F ~t(ro, t) = J W('t)f('t)e -jrotd't . 

t-M 

Here W ( t) stands for the weighting function and can be interpreted as an integration window. 
In Sec. 2.3 an example of a weighting function will be given. 

The ear 

It is generally excepted that the auditory system is able to collect and combine sound informa
tion over short periods of time. As shown above this is at least necessary for gatbering informa
tion about the frequency. The information collection strategy is proved by the time-intensity 
trade (Moore, 1989) of the auditory system. It can be empirically and theoretically demon
strated that the auditory system uses an accumulation or integration process which increases 
the ability to do certain detection tasks, such as signa! or frequency detection. Time-constants 
involved with these processes vary between tasks and subjects. 

From this point of view it can also be expected that the auditory system collects sound infor
mation over time to gain information about the frequency. The question arises over which time 
span the auditory system is able to collect and combine information. lt is unlikely that the audi
tory system does an overall-time information collection to estimate the frequency. In that case 
temporal information would largely be lost for stages located beyond the information-collec
tion stage. It is more likely that information is collected during afinite time interval. The length 
of this time interval is a campromise between two conflicting interests. On the one hand a long 
duration is needed to obtain an accurate estimate of the frequency, on the other hand a short 
duration is needed topreserve timing information. Or in other words: increasing the resolving 
power in frequency needs a long duration whereas increasing the resolving power in time 
needs a short duration. 

From the fact that we can hear at all and are able to do such tasks as speech recognition, it is 
obvious that there is sufficient time and frequency related information available in the auditory 
system. lt is therefore valuable to get some information about the parameters which play a role 
in the auditory information collection. Helmholtz (1861) already made a (very reasonable) 
estimate of the information collection time ( 10 ms) based on the rapidity of speech sounds that 
can be heard. 
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Hearing impairment 

It is known that many hearing impaired listeners experience trouble with speech intelligibility, 
particularly in the presence of background noise. Especially those listeners with a sen
sorineural hearing loss complain about the fact that they can hear what is said, but don't under
stand it. Amplification of the pure speech signa!, by means of a hearing aid, does in many cases 
not significantly improve speech intelligibility. Improvements in speech intelligibility are 
almost only achieved in cases of speech amplification in absence of noise. It is possible that the 
impairment in some way affects the temporal processing of the auditory system. In that way 
the auditory information collection as mentioned above is possibly altered. A simple explana
tion would be that the duration of information collection is significantly increased or decreased 
resulting in a deterioration of the time or frequency accuracy respectively. 

1.2.3 Main questions 

Now that the introduetion to the content of the study has been completed the main questions of 
this thesis can be formulated: 
• How can the duration over which the auditory system collects information be measured? 
• How long takes this information collection? 
• Is there a significant difference in durations of information collection between normally 

hearing and hearing impaired listeners? 
• Can the measurement of the duration of information collection be used as a clinical audio

logie tool? 

1.3 Outline of thesis 

The outline of the remainder of this thesis will be as follows: 
• Chapter 2 gives a theoretica! foundation on which the study is based. It starts with a short 

introduetion to the human auditory system. Subsequently an outline of the essential aspect 
of this study, spectro-temporal processing, is given. After that, a description of the stimuli 
which were used during the first two experiments for measuring temporal integration is 
given. The chapter ends with a description of how temporal integration can be modelled. 

• Chapters 3 to 5 give an overview of the experiments and their results which were carried out 
during the study. The structure is such that each of these chapters describe an individual 
experiment together with results and discussion. 

• Chapter 6 deals with overall conclusions and will analyse and discuss the results trying to 
make some links between the three successive experiments. At the end some recommenda
tions and proposals for future research are given. 

• The appendix has some more data which is not contained in the main text but which can 
give some valuable additional information on special and related topics. 

6 



2 Theoretical basis 

2.1 The Ear 

Modelling the human ear starts with an examination of its anatomy (separation of the structure 
into detailed parts) and physiology (functional processes of these parts). In this section a 
review is given of the most important parts of the human auditory system. 

2.1.1 Anatomy and physiology 

At a functional level the auditory system can be separated in a peripheral part and a central 
part. The functioning of the peripheral part is based on the conduction of incoming sound to 
the central part, where the signals are converted into electrochemical potentials. From bere 
these signals are transported, via the auditory nerve, to the cerebral cortex, where the actual 
perception is thought to take place. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic sketch of a cross-section of the human peripheral auditory sys
tem. Generally this part is divided in three successive stages: outer, middle, and inner ear. Each 
of these stages will be discussed in greater detail below. 

Figure 1: lllustration of the structure of the peripheral auditory system ( right ear) showing the 
outer, middle and inner ear (Kessel and Kardon, 1979). 
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Outer ear 

The outer ear is composed of the pinna, concha and auditory canal or meatus. lt's main func
tion is to transmit the sound to the tympanie membrane. The pinna, concha and meatus act as a 
resonance cavity which increases the sound pressure at the tympanie membrane. The meatus 
can be seen as an S-shaped acoustical pipe of roughly 2.5 cm length with a resonance at about 
4kHz. Sound travels down the meatus and causes the tympanie membrane to vibrate. At the 
eardum sound enters the middle ear. 

The pinna has a specific directional characteristic, which significantly alters the spectrum of 
incoming sounds, particularly at high frequencies. This is important for the sound localization 
in the vertical (mid) plane. Directional hearing in the horizontal pane is mainly brought about 
by the differences in intensity and timing between the two ears (binaurallistening). 

Middle ear 

The middle ear is located in a cavity in the temporal bone which stands in an open conneetion 
with the throath-nose-cavity and the atmosphere via the Eustachian tube. It's main function is 
to couple sound energy from the tympanie membrane to the oval window of the cochlea. The 
vibrations of the eardrum are transmitted by three small bones, the ossicles, called hammer, 
anvil and stirrup (malleus, incus and stapes). The handle of the hammeris grown together with 
the eardrum, the head of the hammer falls within the basin (socket) of the anvil, the anvil is 
joined together with the stirrup and the footplate of the stirrup falls precisely within the oval 
window, the entrance of the inner ear. 

The middle ear functions as a impedance matching device. lt takes care of an efficient trans
fer of sound energy from air to the ftuids in the cochlea. This is necessary because the acousti
cal impedance of air does not match the acoustical impedance of the cochlear ftuids. This 
impedance matching is mainly accomplished by the differences in effective areas of eardrum 
and oval window, and to a small extent by the lever action of the ossieles and the buckling 
motion of the tympanie membrane. 

The effectiveness of the energy transmission depends on frequency. It is most effective at 
middle frequencies (between 500 and 4000 Hz, where most of the speech information is 
located) but is reduced by the stiffness of the middle ear structure and the compression/expan
sion of air at lower frequencies and by the mass of the ossieles and less efficient vibration 
modes at higher frequencies. 

Small musdes are attached to the hammer (tensor tympani) and to the head of the stirrup 
(musculus stapedius) and contract when exposed to intense sounds (middle ear or stapedius 
reflex). This increases the stiffnes of the ossicular chain by changing the lever transmission and 
hereby reduces the transmission, especially at low frequencies. This action serves, to some 
extent, as a proteetion against loud noises. 

Inner ear 

The inner ear consists of three anatomically different parts: the vestibule, the semicircular 
caoals and the cochlea. From these, the cochlea is the most important part for hearing percep
tion. It owes its latinname to the snail's-shell shaped structure consisting of a conical duet with 
bony rigid walls. This duet is coiled up in about two and three quarter winding and filled with 
(incompressible) ftuids. Fig. 2 shows a schematic illustration of the location and structure of 
the cochlea. When the cochlear duet is unrolled, it can be described as follows. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Illustration ofthe structure ofthe semicircular canals, vestibule and cochlea (a) 
(Junqueira et al., 1977) and of a single duet ofthe cochlea (b) (Bioom and Fawcett, 1975). 

Along its length it is divided into three scalae. The scala media is separated from the scala 
vestibuli above by Reissner's membrane and from the scala tympani below by the basilar mem
brane. The two outer scalae (scala vestibuli and scala tympani) are joined at the apex of the 
cochlea by an opening known as the helicotrema. The outer scalae contain a ftuid called peril
ymph, the scala media contains a ftuid called endolymph. 

The vibrations of the middle ear (stapes) are transmitted to the oval window, a membrane
ous window opening onto the scala vestibuli. This causes a displacement of the endolymph 
towards the round window, opening onto the scala tympani. As aresult of the ftuid flow a 
damped travelling wave arises along the basilar membrane which travels from base (stapes) 
towards the apex. The typical shape and mechanica! properties of the basilar membrane give 
rise to a peak in the envelope of this wave which differs according to the frequency of stimula
tion. At this stage a first analysis of incoming sounds is performed based on the spatial fre
quency dependant distribution. It can be said that the basilar membrane to some extend acts as 
a Fourier analyser (Ohm, 1843). 

Together with the vibration of the basilar membrane the organ of Corti is moved. Within 
this organ are the hair cells, divided in two groups (inner and outer hair cells) by the tunnel of 
Corti. The inner hair cells act totransduce mechanica! movements into neural activity (spikes). 
From here the neural spikes go via afferent nerve fibres to the central part of the auditory sys
tem. The central part gives feedback to the outer hair cells via efferent nerve fibres. This feed
back plays an active role in inftuencing the cochlear mechanics. 

2.1.2 Perceptual aspects 

The physical parameters which determine the acoustic structure of sound and speech are asso
ciated with psychological experiences and perceptual attributes. In hearing these aspects can 
be, for instance, loudness, pitch, and timbre. 

A particular group of these perceptual attributes is that formed by those which have some
thing to do with dynamic processes. They are based on physical parameters which change dur
ing time. Among these are pitch, intonation and timbre. 

It is excepted that the auditory system uses different modes of processing auditory informa
tion (Michelsen, 1985). With these dynamic processes certain temporal parameters are related 
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which determine whether the system is fast or slow. These parameters can vary given the lis
tening task and the auditory process. The auditory system is contigured to optimize the detec
tion of a signal. The time constant that is used is the one that maximizes the objective in that 
task. The system is slow for instanee in tasks involved with detection of weak signals. In that 
case, it can be beneficia! to integrate signals over longer periods of time. The system can be 
fast in tasks involved with forward and backward masking, where a fast processing is benefi
cia! to avoid masking effects. 

In general auditory temporal processing can be divided into two broad topics; namely tem
poral integration and temporal resolution. 

Temporal integration 

The sound information coneetion process as described in the first chapter can be referred to 
with the term temporal integration. This temporal integration represents one of the slower 
auditory processes. It thus says something about the duration over which the ear can integrate 
or collect information. Commonly, temporal integration is used with time-intensity trades. It is 
then analysed how thresholds for signal detection vary with the duration and level of the signa!. 
These tasks can be carried out with or without masking. 

There are several ways to determine temporal integration. Typical time-constants for the 
maximal duration of the temporal integration appears to be about 100 to 200 ms (Moore, 
1995). 

Temporal resolution 

Temporal resolution (sometimes called temporal acuity) represents the fastest auditory 
processing that can occur. This resolution investigates the limitsof auditory inertia and it esti
mates the minimum time interval within which different acoustic events can be distinguished. 
It expresses therefore the time-resolving power of the ear. A popular way of saying this is 
'How fast is the ear?' and this can be thought of as how much time the ear takes to process 
auditory information. 

There are several ways to determine temporal resolution. The most commonly used meth
octs are gap-detection and -discrimination and frequency modulation-detection. In gap-detec
tion and -discrimination experiments the subject has to distinguish between respectively a 
continuous signa! and a likewise signal with a temporal gap or between two likewise signals 
with different temporal gaps. The signals can be broadband noise, narrow band noise or peri
octic signals (sinusoids). The gapscan be located at any position in time during the signal. The 
estimated time-constants range from a fraction of a millisecond to 30 ms, with many at about 2 
ms (Moore, 1993). The exact value which is measured can depend amongst others on the type 
of experiment and experimental task that is used. 

2.1.3 Spectro-temporal processing 

Now that the attention is focused on temporal integration and temporal resolution it is neces
sary to describe more precisely what is meant with the term spectra-temporal processing. 

/ 
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De scription 

The spectro-temporal processing of the auditory system refers to the process of sound informa
tion accumulation for determining frequency or pitch estimates. It is thus the process of the 
weighted integration of signals described in the first chapter. The process uses information 
from both time- and frequency-space to gain as much information as possible for deriving 
speetral (frequency related) or temporal (time related) structures. 

M easurement 

Generally, spectro-temporal processing can be studied using two different stimuli with the 
same (carrier) frequency, power and duration, but having different energy density spectra. 

In the current study it is investigated whether it is possible to measure spectro-temporal 
processing with the use of a stimulus called tone doublet. lts general form and specific proper
ties will be described in the next section. 

2.2 Tone donbiets 

Bistory 

Gold and Pumphrey ( 1948) investigated the ability to distinguish between one stimulus con
sisting of regularly repeated tone bursts and another in which every other burst is inverted. 
They found that the ability to detect whether altemate bursts were inverted extends over gaps 
between bursts of up to 5 to 10 ms. 

Srinivasan ( 1971) estimated the bandwidth of the auditory filter mechanism using detection 
thresholds of short duration sinusoidal signals masked by wide-band noise. A signal consisting 
of 5, 10 or 20 periods of a sinusoid was compared with a likewise signa! with a phase jump in 
the middle. Carrier frequencies of the sinusoid lay between 440 and 1760 Hz. 

Recently, Nabelek (1996) examined pitch matches for sequences of two identical tone 
bursts separated by a variabie pause. The tone bursts were made up of 8 cycles of a sinusoid 
and carrier frequencies lay between 750 and 1125 Hz. His results indicated the existence of a 
critica! pause duration that separates the auditory processing of the two bursts of the sequence. 

Stimulus 

Figure 3 shows an example of the stimulus used in the current study. This stimulus is a variant 
of the stimuli used by Gold and Pumphrey, Srinivasan and Nabelek (see above). It consistsof 
two short, identical tone bursts separated by a short variabie space of time ( called the gap) 
resulting in a so called tone doublet. In this case the tonebursts are made up of four cycles of a 
1-kHz sinusoid, each starting with zero-phase. The overall-time spectrum of this signal 
depends strongly on the spacing between the two tonebursts. 

A sinusoid gated for an integer number of cycles has a spectrum with roughly the familiar 
sin x/ x -form. This spectrum peaks just below the carrier frequency of the sinusoid. The peak
shift is caused by the fact that the spectf!Jm is the sum of two sin x/ x -forrns, one with a posi-

/ 
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Figure 3: Example of a tone doublet stimulus consisting of two 4-cycle bursts of a I-kHz 
sinusoid and a gap equal to 1.25 cycle (1.25 ms). 

tive frequency, the other with a negative frequency. The interference of these two is such that 
the main peak is shifted to a position just below the carrier frequency. In case that a 1000 Hz 
sinusoid is gated for 4 ms ( 4 cycles) the main peak lays at 990 Hz. 

For two repeated, identical bursts of a sinusoid starting with zero-phase, the spectrum 
equals the sum of two of the above mentioned spectra, with one shifted in phase. This phase
shift is related to the time between the onset of the fi.rst and the onset of the second burst. 

For tone doublets with a gap equal to a whole number of cycles, the reduced phase shift is 
equal to 21t. The spectrum of the two bursts therefore shows a positive interference. The peak 
around the carrier frequency gets relatively higher. With a gap equal to an odd number of half 
cycles the phase shift becomes equal to 1t. The spectrum then shows a negative interterenee and 
the peak at the carrier frequency becomes a zero. Hence, for whole and half number of cycles 
the spectra are more or less symmetrie around the carrier frequency. 

Two even more interesting situations arise for gaps equal to a whole number plus or minus 
one quarter cycle (Fig. 4). For stimuli with a gap equal toa whole number minus one quarter 
cycle the spectrum becomes asymmetrie with a major peak above and a minor peak below the 
carrier frequency. The stimulus with a gap equal to a whole number plus a quarter cycle leads 
to the opposite situation in which the spectrum has a major peak below and a minor peak above 
the carrier frequency. So, the spectrum becomes asymmetrie when the gap becomes a whole 
number plus or minus one quarter cycle. 

In the remainder of this study the tone doublets will be made up of two tonebursts of a I
kHz sinusoid each consisting of four cycles. Only gap-durations equal to an integer plus or 
minus a quarter cycle will be used. These will be labelled as the A stimulus (gap-duration 
equal to an integer minus a quarter cycle) and the B stimulus (gap-duration equal to an integer 
plus a quarter cycle)1. The A and B stimuli pairs will be referred to with an integer gap dura
tion. With this is meant that the gap of the A stimulus equals that integer minus one quarter 
cycle and the gap of the B stimulus equals that integer plus one quarter cycle. 

Fig. 4 shows two A and B stimuli with their overall-time power spectra. The spectrum of 
each stimulus is scaled such that the main peak has a power of 0 dB. As can be seen the gap
duration can be made negative. This means that the two bursts of the tone doublet physically 
overlap and thus interfere. In case the gap is equal to -4 plus or minus one quarter cycle, the A 
and B stimulus are exactly the same (symmetry), so this pair is not interesting. The A and B 
stimulus pair with gaps around -5 cycles is exactly the same as the pair with a gaps around -3 
cycles, even as the pairs at -6 and -2 cycles, and so on. Therefore the maximal difference (for 
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I. Mnemonic: A stands for Above: the major peak has a frequency above the carrier frequency, B stands 
for Below: the major peak has a frequency below the carrier frequency. 
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Figure 4: A stimuli (left) and B stimuli (right) with their overall-time power spectrafor gaps 
around -2 cycles (upper row) and +2 cycles (lower row). 

instanee basedon distances between main peaks) between the overall-time spectrum of the A 
and B stimulus occurs at gaps around to -3 ( -3.25 and -2.75) cycles. Then there exists a maxi
mal physical overlap and interterenee between the two bursts. 
In these cases there is a maximum separation of the frequencies of the major peaks in the spec
tra of the A- and B-stimulus. As the gap-duration increases the separation between peaks gets 
smaller and more secondary peaks appear. The proportion between the power of the first and 
second peak then gets smaller. 

It has now become clear that tone doublet-stimuli show remarkable asymmetries in their 
spectra caused by different temporal structures in the signals. Therefore these stimuli can be 
used to do measurements on the spectro-temporal processing of the auditory system. Before 
the modelling of these processes is explained some other details and properties of the tone dou
blet-stimulus will be discussed. 

Number of cycles 

The precise number of cycles in the tone bursts is not an arbitrary choice. In fact it is a cernpro
mise between two confticting conditions. 

Firstly it is desired that the differences in the spectra of the A and B stimulus are such that 
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these are audible for the subjects. This requires not too many cycles since the difference in fre
quency of the main and second peak in the spectrum decreases by increasing the number of 
cycles. 

Secondly it is desired that the stimuli have a certain pitch. The tonality and therewith also 
the pitch increases when each burst is made up of more cycles since then the spectra become 
more narrow. 

From preliminary experiment (see appendix A.2) it became obvious that four cycles in each 
burst give rise toa pitch which clearly changed between the A and B stimulus (for negative and 
small positive gaps). Therefore it was chosen to use four cycles in each burst. Appendix A.3 
gives results of additional experiments which show the effects of changing the number of 
cycles. 

Effect of amplitude-ratio 

The shape of the spectrum also changes when the amplitude-ratio of the first burst relative to 
that of the second burst is varied. The effects of this can be seen in Fig. 5, showing amplitudes 
and overall-time power spectra of stimuli with amplitude-ratios equal to [2: 1] and [ 1 :2]. Some 
of the minima in the spectra reach less deep and the whole spectrum becomes smeared. The 
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Figure 5: A stimuli (left) and B stimuli (right) with gaps around 2 cycles and amplitude-ratios 
equal to [2:1] (upper row) and [1:2] (lower row). 
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spectra of stimuli with reciprocal amplitude-ratios are equal. This is caused be the invariance 
of the Fourier transform for time reversal and the previous mentioned sealing to 0 dB. 

Changing the amplitude-ratio can be an interesting tooi for measuring the effects of ringing 
in the auditory filter. Ringing is an effect which can be seen at the output of every bandlimited 
filter. lf a sinusoidal signa! is filtered by a filter with a limited bandwidth (bandpass filter), the 
output shows typically an oscillation which continues after that the input has become zero. The 
same effect can be seen at the output of the auditory filters 1. The ringing at the output decays 
exponentially with a certain time-constant. This time-constant is inversely related to the filter 
bandwidth. Ringing lasts for a Jonger time when bandwidths are smaller. 

Consicter now the case that a tone-doublet with an amplitude-ratio of [2: 1] is filtered by the 
auditory filter. Since the amplitude of the first burst is relatively large, this means that the 
amplitude of the ringing output is comparatively large. There is thus a considerable physical 
interference between the ringing and the second burst. The counterpart is the case with an 
amplitude-ratio of [ 1 :2]. Now the amplitude of the first burst and therefore the amplitude of the 
ringing output is relatively small. At the second burst there is relatively little interference left. 

The differences between the spectra of the A and B stimulus become larger when there is 
more overlap and/or interference between the first burst and its ringing, and the second burst. 
As explained above, this interference is larger (about a factor 4) in case of an amplitude-ratio 
of [2:1] than in case of an amplitude-ratio of [1:2]. Consequently, the speetral differences are 
larger in case of an amplitude-ratio of [2: 1] than in case of an amplitude-ratio of [ 1 :2]. 

On the last two pages of this thesis an overview is given of stimuli and their over-all time 
spectra used within this study. Amplitude-ratiosof [2:1], [1:1] and [1:2] were used. 

2.3 ModeHing temporal integration 

2.3.1 Introduetion 

The temporal integrating process of the auditory system can be described using a model con
sisting of several successive stages (Rodenburg, 1977; Viemeister, 1979). lt is assumed that at 
one of these stages the internal representation of a stimulus is 'smoothed' over time. Although 
this smoothing process almost certainly operates on neural activity, the most widely used mod
els are based on smoothing a simple transformation of the stimulus rather than its neural repre-

Stimulus 
Bandpass 

filter 
Square-law 

device 
Temporal 
integrator 

Decision 
device 

Figure 6: A block diagram of a model for descrihing temporal integration. Only one fine of the 
bank of bandpass filters is shown. See text for descriptions. 

I. At this moment it is suftleient to know that the auditory periphery behaves as if it contained a bank of 
bandpass filters with continuous overlapping centre frequencies, called the auditory filters. Each audi
tory filter is thus a bandpass filter. They will be discussed in Subsec. 2.3.2. 
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sentation 
A commonly used model consists of four stages: a bank of linear bandpass filters, each fol

Iowed by a nonlinear device, a low-pass filter and a decision device. The bank of bandpass fil
ters represents the auditory filters. Usually the nonlinear device is described as a square-law 
device. The low-pass filter can be implemented as a sliding temporal integrator. Fig. 6 shows a 
schematic block diagram of such a model. 

In the next subsections the bandpass filter and the temporal integrator stage will be 
described in greater detail. 

2.3.2 Auditory filter 

It is generally excepted that the peripheral auditory system behaves as if it contains a bank of 
bandpass filters with continuously overlapping centre frequencies. These filters are called the 
auditory filters. The filter shapes can be estimated by determining detection thresholds of a 
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Figure 7: Example of the shape of the auditory filter centred at 1 kHz (a) and the effect of 
increasing equivalent reetangu/ar bandwidth (ERB) with increasing centrefrequency (b). 

sinusoidal signal as a function of the bandwidth of a bandpass noise masker (Fletcher, 1940). 
Fig. 7(a) shows the typical shape of such an auditory filter centred at 1000Hz. 

When listening to a pure sinusoidal signal, the listener is assumed to use the auditory filter 
which centre frequency fits with the carrier frequency of the sinusoid. When listening to a 
complex signal with many frequency components, many auditory filters will be used. In case a 
sinusoidal signal is masked by a broadband noise, only the components in the noise which pass 
through the filter which corresponds to the frequency of the signal will have any effect in 
masking the signal. Once the noise bandwidth exceeds the filter bandwidth, a further increase 
in noise bandwidth will not increase the noise passing through the filter. This typical band
width is called the critica/ band (Fletcher, 1940). Bandwidths of the auditory filter and there
with the critical band increases as centre frequency increases. This effect is shown in Fig. 7(b). 

At a centre frequency of 1000Hz, the critical bandwidth is equal toabout 160Hz (Moore 
and Glasberg, 1983). Subjects suffering from cochlear hearing loss generally have critical 
bands that are more broadly tuned (Moore and Glasberg, 1987). 
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2.3.3 Temporal integrator and weighting function 

This subsectien will discuss the implementation of the temporal integrator-stage of the model. 
It also deals with the speetre-temporal processing of the auditory system. 

Moore et al. (1988) empirically determined the shape of the ear's temporal window. This 
was done by measuring detection thresholds of a brief sinusoidal signal presented in a tempo
ral gap between two bursts of noise. Their data were best fitted by modelling each side of the 
window as the sum of two rounded-exponential (RoEx) functions. This windowshapeis anal
ogous that used by Patterson et al. ( 1982) for the frequency domain auditory filter. Each side of 
the window has the form 

( 2t) -2t/T ( 2t) -2t!T, 
W(t) = (1-w) 1 + T P e P + w 1 + Ts e , 

where t is the time relative to the centre of the window, W is the intensity weighting function 
descrihing the window shape, w is a weighting factor determining the relative contribution of 
the two rounded exponents, T P is a time constant determining the sharpness of the central part 
of the window (peak), and T s is a time constant determining the sharpness of the skirt of the 
window. Both si des of the window have its own T P and T s distinguished by the additions 
lower (left side) and upper (right side). In Fig. 8 an example is given of such a weighting func
tion, tagether with the corresponding parameter values. These values are the mean of 4 typical 
window shapes measured by Moore et al. ( 1988). The temporal window is equal to an intensity 
weighting function. 

In the context of this study it is interesting to look at what happens when the above men
tioned temporal window is used with a tone doublet as an input. The idea is that the temporal 
window slides along the stimulus during time. At each instant in time a short-time Fourier 
spectrum can be made of the output of the sliding temporal window. Fig. 9 shows the input and 
output of the weighting function tagether with the weighting function itself for several instants 
in time. It also shows the overall-time power spectra and the short-time power spectra associ
ated with each instant. The positions in time of these instants is denoted by the position of the 
centre of the window. This centre position is calculated relative to the total signal duration (in 
percent) and indicated by the number POC (Position OfCentre). With these pictures it is possi-
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bie to interpret what is happening when time progresses. At the beginning, the window almost 
exclusively covers the first burst of the stimulus and the corresponding short-time spectrum 
shows less or more one broad peak with almost no dips. As time goes by the window starts to 
cover both bursts and the shorttime spectrum gets approximately the same shape as the overall-
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Figure 9: The effect of a sliding temporal window on amplitude (upper panels) and spectrum 
(lower panels) oftone doublets with gaps around 1 cycle. The dotted lines indicate the original 
(input) signals, the solid lines indicate the weighted (output) signals (POC= Position Of 
Centre, see text). 
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time spectrum. The peaks get less high because the weighted output bas less energy. The ratio 
between the peak values of the main and the second peak gets smaller and the spectrum gets 
smeared. At the end, the window covers mainly the last burst of the stimulus and the short-time 
spectrum now resembles that of the beginning with this difference that the second peak is rela
tively larger. This is caused by the asymmetry of the temporal window or, more precisely, by 
the less shallow skirt of the window fortimes on the left-hand side of the centre. 

Equivalent rectangular duration 

lt is interesting to look what happens when the duration of the window increases or decreases. 
The duration of a double RoEx-window cao be defined by analogy with the equivalent reetan
gu/ar bandwidth (ERB). lt is then called the equivalent reetangu/ar duration (ERD) and that 
resembles the duration of a rectangular temporal window that bas the same maximum trans
mission as the temporal window, and passes the same total energy of continuous noise. Using 
the above mentioned parameters descrihing the double RoEx-window, the ERD of each side of 
the temporal window can be derived as 

00 

ERD = JW(t)dt = (1-w)Tp+wTs , 

0 

and this is approximately equal to T P for small values of w , which is generally the case. The 
total ERD of the temporal window thus equals the sum of the T P -values of both sides. Typical 
values for the ERD lay between 5.9 and 13.2 ms (Moore et al., 1988). The ERD of the tempo
ral window shown in Fig. 9 is equal to 8.8 ms. 

Fig. 10 shows what happens totheshort-time power spectra when the ERD of the temporal 
window is changed. Before changing the ERD it was assumed that the mutual ratios between 
the parameters stay constant. Only the windows which are centred relative to the signal (POC = 
50%) are shown. The plots cao be compared with the plots in the middle row of Fig. 9. At these 
positions the differences in the weighted short-time power spectra of the A and B stimuli tends 
to be maximum. 

For long durations of the temporal window, the shapes of the short-time spectra start to 
resembie those of the overall-time spectra. Decreasing the duration results in less higher peaks 
and minima that are less deep. The spectrum then becomes smeared and less sharp. 

2.3.4 Pitch mechanisms 

N abelek ( 1996) used pitch matches with a pure tone to tone doublets separated by a variabie 
gap to determine a cri ti cal gap duration beyond which pitches converged. Two of the four types 
of tone doublets used by Nabelek are the same as used in the current study except for the 
number of cycles in each tone. Nabelek used 8 cycles whereas in the current study only 4 
cycles are used. Nabelek was able to model the pitch matches using two mechanisms, a spec
tral pitch and a temporal pitch mechanism. 
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Figure 10: The effect of changing the ERD of the centred temporal window on amplitude 
(upper panels) and spectrum (lower panels) oftone doublets with a gap around 1 cycle. 

Speetral pitch mechanism 

1.5 
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The speetral pitch mechanism is also called the place mechanism. This place refers to the place 
of maximal stimulation in the cochlea. The pitch associated with this place is called the spec
tral pitch. 

Temporal pitch mechanism 

The temporal pitch mechanism is also called the timing mechanism. This timing refers to the 
timing of neural firings following the motion of the basilar membrane. This timing is deter
mined by the time intervals between dense concentrations of nerve firings phase locked into 
volleys. The associated pitch is therefore called timing pitch or volley-interval pitch. 

lt is believed that for pure tones at low frequencies the pitch is determined by the timing 
mechanism. For high frequencies (above several kilohertz) the pitch is determined by the place 
mechanism. In the middle frequencies there is supposed to be an overlap between both mecha
nisms. For the current study which focuses on centre frequencies of 1000 Hz this means that 
both mechanisms can contribute in the determination of a pitch. 
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2.3.5 Discrimination clues 

The discrimination of the A and B stimulus is based on a certain clue. The most obvious clue is 
that introduced by the differences intheshort-time spectra. These speetral differences will be 
associated with a certain shift in the pitch or timbre of both stimuli. In that case the discrimina
ti on is mainly based on a frequency analysis. 

It is also possible that discrimination is based purely on the temporal difference between the 
two stimuli. In that case the clue can be based upon the difference in the total duration or the 
onset-onset time of both stimuli. It is than needed that the listener can discriminate both stimuli 
using the fact that the A stimulus is 0.5 ms shorter than the B stimulus. From the literature it is 
known thatjust noticeable increments in duration fora short I-kHz sine (durations less than 50 
ms) are approximately equal to the square root of the total duration (Abel, 1972). This means 
that based on this fact it is not possible do detect a 0.5 ms difference in stimulus duration for 
stimuli which total duration is at least more than 4 ms. 

Another clue based on temporal differences is that of gap-detection. It is conceivable that 
listeners are able to discriminate the difference in the duration of the gap. However, in the liter
ature no data of gap-detection in pure sinusoids without masking were found. The only data 
available is gap-detection with noise maskers where these maskers are used to avoid the effects 
of speetral splatter introduced by the gap. These data show that the minimal duration which is 
needed for discriminating a 400 ms sinusoid with a gap in the centre from the same sinusoid 
without the gap is at least 6 ms (Moore et al., 1993). There were no data available for total 
durations in the 10 ms region or less, but it can be expected that the discrimination thresholds 
increase for short durations. This means that the gap-discrimination thus plays no significant 
role in the present study. It can thus be concluded that it is not plausible that temporal differ
ences based upon duration differences or gap-detection can lead to a clue. 

Another temporal clue can lay within the difference in the phase of the signals. The onset of 
the second burst of the A stimulus starts with a phase which lags the preserved phase of the 
first burst with 1t/ 4 . In case of the B stimulus the phase of the onset of the second burst leads 
the preserved phase of the first burst with 1t/ 4 . This can lead to a possible clue for detection 
and it is called phase analysis. There were no experiments or theories found in the literature 
which could adequately describe the effects of phase-analysis in tone-doublets of such short 
durations as in the current study. 

Finally it is possible that discrimination is basedon the so called repetition pitch. This phe
nomenon will be explained below. 

Repetition pitch 

A tone doublet can also be considered as a tone burst with its repetition. Then the signa! can be 
described with a repetition time. This repetition time is equal to the gap plus 4 ms (from the 
four cycles at the beginning of the signal). According to Bilsen (1968) each repetition time is 
associated with a repetition pitch. This pitch is equal to the inverse of the repetition time ( 'trep ), 

1 
frep = t · 

rep 

Table 1 gives an overview of repetition pitches associated with tone doublets, together with the 
corresponding Weber-fractions (!J.f I f = (fA- f 8 )1 fA). 

The effect of the repetition pitch is audible for time delays ranging from a bout 1 to 10 ms 
and therefore ranges between 1000 and 100Hz. All tone doublets with gaps between about -3 
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Bstimulus Weber 

repetitio u repetition fraction 

-3 

-2 

-1 

0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

0.75 

1.75 

2.75 

3.75 

4.75 

5.75 

6.75 

7.75 

8.75 

9.75 

pitch [Hz] 

1333 

571 

364 

267 

211 

174 

148 

129 

114 

103 

pitch [Hz] 

1.25 800 533 

2.25 444 127 

3.25 308 56 

4.25 235 31 

5.25 190 20 

6.25 160 14 

7.25 138 10 

8.25 121 8 

9.25 108 6 

10.25 98 5 

Table 1: Repetition times, repetition pitches and Weber-fractions forA and B stimuli. 
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and +6 cycles thus could have an audible repetition pitch. In these cases the A stimulus has a 
higher (repetition) pitch than the B stimulus. 

The relative importance of the repetition pitch can be measured by slightly al tering the stim
ulus. This is done by making the gap no longer equal to an integer plus or minus a quarter cycle 
but equal toa whole number of cycles. In that case the overall-time spectrum of the stimulus 
becomes more or less symmetrie with a major peak at the carrier frequency of the sinusoid. 
This stimulus is called the C stimulus1 ,according to the nomendature used by Nabelek (1996). 

Consicter the case that a C stimulus is compared with another C stimulus (denoted C') 
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Figure 11: C stimuli with gap= 1 cycle (left) and gap= 2 cycles (right) with their spectra. 

1. Mnemonic: C stands for Carrier: the m~jor peak has a frequency equal to about the carrier frequency. 

/ 
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Cstimulus C' stimulus rep. pitch Weber 
gap 

repetition repetition repetition difference fraction 
[cycles] repetition 

time [ms] pitch [Hz]···· time [ms] pitch [Hz] [Hz] [%] 
... · ........ .. . . 

-3 1 1000 2 500 500 50 

-2 2 500 3 333 167 33 

-1 3 333 4 250 83 25 

0 4 250 5 200 50 20 

1 5 200 6 167 33 17 

2 6 167 7 143 24 14 

3 7 143 8 125 18 13 

4 8 125 9 111 14 11 

5 9 111 10 100 11 10 

6 10 100 11 91 9 9 

Table 2: Repetition times, repetition pitches and Weber-fractions for C and C' stimuli. 

which gap is a whole cycle larger than that of the first one. In Fig. 11 one can see that the spec
tra of such a stimulus-pair are symmetrie around the carrier frequency and more or less simi
lady shaped. From these spectra it is thus expected that the C and C' stimuli will have pitches 
which are nearly the same. However, the gap-durations and therefore the repetition times of the 
C and C' stimulus are different, resulting in a corresponding difference in the repetition pitch. 
The difference in repetition pitches (table 2) is even larger than in case of an A and B stimuli 
because the difference in repetition times of the C and C' stimuli is a half cycle larger. 

The above can be summarized as follows: lf the discrimination of the A and B stimuli is in 
some way caused by a repetition pitch, it is expected that the C and C' stimuli will be discrim
inabie also. On the other hand, if the C and C' stimuli are not discriminable, the repetition pitch 
does not play a significant role, even not in case of A and B stimuli. 

2.4 Reformulation of main questions 

Now that a theoretica! basis has been explained, the main questions of this study, mentioned 
earlier in Sec. 1.2, can be reformulated: 
• Can the spectro-temporal processing of the auditory system be determined using tone dou

blets? 
• What time-constants are related to this spectro-temporal processing (integration)? 
• Is there a significant difference between these time-constants in normally hearing and hear

ing impaired listeners? 
• Can the determination of spectro-temporal time-constants with tone doublets be used as a 

clinical audiological tooi? 

/ 
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3 Experiment 1 
Tone doublet discrimination 

3.1 General setup 

The first experiment examines discrirnination performance of A and B tone doublets as a func
tion of gap-duration. lt also considers the effects of changing the amplitude-ratio between the 
first and second burst. The arrangements regarding subjects, apparatus, stimuli and procedures 
will be discussed in this section. Sec. 3.2 gives an overview of signal detection theory. After 
that, Sec. 3.3 gives the actual results of the first experiment and those will be discussed in Sec. 
3.4. 

3.1.1 Subjects 

Normally hearing and hearing impaired subjects were used for doing the experiments. Appen
dix A.1 gives an overview of relevant subject information. Hearing impaired subjects were 
selected by the ACE on basis of audiogram, anamnesis and age. From 34 potential hearing 
impaired subjects 31 were summoned and asked to participate in the research. The 19 retumed 
responses yielded 9 positive reactions. From these, 7 were suitable and eventually 6 partici
pated in the research. 

Among the hearing impaired subjects there were three with a pure sensorineural hearing 
loss and three with a pure conductive loss. The labelling of sensorineural or conductive loss 
was based on a possible air-bone gap in the audiograms measured by the ACE. New air-con
duction tone-audiograms were measured to check the hearing losses. No appreciable differ
ences were found with the audiograms measured earlier by the ACE. The six normally hearing 
subjects all had absolute thresholds within 20 dB of the 1964 ISO standard at all measured fre
quencies (unless noted otherwise). Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2 showaudiogramsof all subjects. The 
ear with the flattest audiogram around 1 kHz (between 500 Hz and 2 kHz) and/or the better ear 
of two was used. 

All subjects (except NH6 and CLl) had no previous experience of significanee with psycho
acoustic tasks. Therefore they were instructed and trained during several prelirninary experi
ments. Training and practising continued until performance stabilized. After that data 
coneetion took place. No apparent improvements in performance (leaming effect) were found 
during the course of the experiment. Subjects were paid for their participation. 

The subjects will be referred to with a code consisting of two letters plus a number. The two 
letters stand for the hearing diagnosis: NH stands for Normally Hearing, SL stands for Sen
sorineural Loss, and CL stands for Conductive Loss. 
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=penmenr 1: 1 one aouoter atscnmmanon 

3.1.2 Apparatus and stimuli 

Apparatus 

Testing was conducted in a double-wall sound-attenuating booth (IAC). Subjects listened man
aurally through Beyer DT990 headphones. The digitally generated signals were attenuated by 
a programmabie attenuator (Tucker-Davis Technologies PA4) and conducted toa headphone 
buffer (TDT HB6). All signals were wired with BNC cables and analysed with an oscilloscope 
and an Analogie 6500 universa! waveform analyzer. Answers could be given on a response
box with push-buttons and indication-lights. 

Stimulus generation and presentation, data collection, and data presentation was controlled 
by a computer running software written in FORTRAN (stimuli generation and production and 
data collection) and MATLAB (visual data presentation). 

Stimuli 

Stimuli were digitally generated with a sampling rate of 48 kHz and converted to analog using 
a 16-bit digital-to-analog converter on a Silicon Grapbics IRIS Indigo. No ramps were used. 
The level of the tone doublet is defined as the RMS-level of a continuous sine of the same fre
quency with the same amplitude but without any gaps. Stimuli with an amplitude-ratio differ
ent from [ 1: 1] were adapted such that they had a total energy equal to the corresponding 
stimulus with amplitude-ratio [ 1: 1]. This was done by sealing the absolute amplitudes such 
that all stimuli with equal gaps had the same RMS value. Doing this means that A and B stim
uli around the same gap have a slightly different RMS value. In the worst case (gaps around + 1 
cycle) this difference is smaller than 3% (0.1 dB) which is too small to be detected by the audi
tory system. 

From preliminary experiments (appendix A.2) no level-dependenee could be observed. 
Therefore for each subject the level was adjusted to a level at which they found it comfortable 
to listen to the stimuli and do the experiment. These levels are given in table Al. 

Each single gap-duration represents two stimuli: the A stimulus with a gap-duration equal 
to the gap (an integer number of cycles) minus a quarter cycle and the B stimulus with a gap
duration equal to the gap plus a quarter cycle. 

3.1.3 Procedure 

Preliminary experiments were used to get an insight in the most suitable experimental task and 
the ranges of the parameters of interest. Results of these experiments are discussed in appendix 
A.2 and were used for setting up the subsequent experiments. 

A non-adaptive four-interval, two-altemative, forced-choice (412AFC) procedure was used. 
The A and B stimuli were presented randomly in the order AABA or ABAA with a 50% a pri
ori probability. In this situation the A stimulus at the beginning and ending of each quadruplet 
functions as a reference. The subjeet's task was to indicate whether the B stimulus (odd hall) 
was in the second or third interval. After each quadruplet the lights on the response box lit up, 
indicating that an answer should be given. There was no response-time limit. After answering a 
visualfeedback of the correct answer was given so that the subject was able to judge and possi-
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Experiment 1: Tone doublet discrimination 

bly increase his own performance. 
An experiment consisted of several runs. Each run was composed of 50 trials at a fixed gap

duration. After several runs a pause was introduced to minimize the effects of fatigue. The 
order of succeeding gaps was randomized to minimize any bias or hysteresis-effect. At least 
two runs were obtained for each gap. Hence each data point is the meao of at least 100 trials. 
Results will be expressedas percent correct with a eertaio confidence interval. The percent cor
rect is an estimate for the real discrimination probability. 

3.2 Signal detection theory 

In this sectionareview is given of signa! detection theory (SDT). After that an explanation is 
given of how the data will be presented and analysed by data-fitting. 

Thresholds, probability density functions and experimental tasks 

A :hreshold can be considered as that intensity of a stimulus above which it will be detected 
and below which it will not. In practice it is seen that the point of detectionlno-detection is not 
exactly defined. Rather it is found that for each intensity detection occurs with a eertaio proba
bility. Detection probabilities vary from no detection at low intensities to perfect detection at 
high intensities. The function which determines this probability of detection (in percent cor
rect) as a function of intensity is called the psychometrie function. Fig. 12 shows the typical 
shape of such a function. 

u 
~ .... c 
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'E 
Q) 

l:? 
Q) 
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100 
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0 
low threshold 

Stimulus intensity 
high 

Figure 12: Typ ie al shape of the psychometrie function showing the threshold with a 50% 
correct detection score. 

Consicter the situation in which a stimulus is presented in successive trials with decreasing 
intensity. At each trial the subject is asked whether or not he heard the signal (this is the proce
dure tnat is mostly used within audiological clinical practice ). Since at each trial the stimulus is 
actually present this procedure is called a one-alternative, forced-choice experimental task 
(IAFC). At threshold the detection will occur with a 50% probability. In general the detection 
percentage at threshold depends on the procedure that is used. 

Further it is seen that factors other than those which are directly associated with the discrim
inability of the signa! can alter the performance of the subject. These factors are for instanee 
the subjeet's attention, motivation and experience and the instructions that are given. 
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From signa! detection theory it is assumed that the subjeet's responses are based upon some 
internal variabie x. This variabie can be seen as a sensory impression or perceptual sensation 
(for instanee loudness) which is associated with some physical parameters defining the stimu
lus (for instanee intensity). lt is thus a representation from the physical space to the psycholog
ical space. The value of x fluctuates from trial to trial, even though the presented stimulus is 
kept constant. This variability can be thought of as a stochastic process caused by neural varia
bility (random firings of neurons). From this, it is impossible to predict the exact value of x on 
any trial since it is a random variable. Nevertheless it is possible to specify the probability that 
x will fall within a specified range of values. This can be done by using a probability density 
function (pdf(x) ). This function is defined such that the probability of xtest lying between x 
and x+ dx is equal to pdf(x) · dx, the area under the curve, or more precisely 

x+dx 

P(x =::;; xtest <x+ dx) = J pdf(x)dx 

x 

This is illustrated in Fig. 13. 

high 

E -"0 a. 

low x x+dx high 
lnternal variabie x 

Figure 13: A probability density function (pdf(x)) showing the probability of x lying between 

x and x + dx ( shaded area). 

It is assumed that this distribution is normal, or Gaussian, with varianee cr and expectation 
value J..L. Further, it is a assumed that the subject uses a particular value of x as a criterion (xc) 
on which the detection is based. The decision rule is such that the subject responds 'yes' (he 
heard the signal) in case the internal variabie x is larger than xc, else 'no' (he didn't hear the 
signal). 

The psychometrie function 'P(x) can now be derived as the integral of a normal distribution 
and thus yields 

x 

J 
2 _,2 

'P(x) = Ce dt = erf(x) , 
o"'7t 

which is equal to the error-function (erf(x) ). 
The above described experimental task (lAFC), in which the subject is asked whether or 

not he heard the stimulus at each trial, has little variability. Since the subject knows that a stim
ulus will be presented at each trial this may increase his performance and thus cause a bias. It 
is possible to rninirnize the effects of bias by introducing more variability in the ex perimental 
task. This can be done by introducing an uncertainty about the actual presence of the stimulus. 
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Figure 14: Distributions (probability density functions) which occur in response to the 
dereetion of a signa!, using a two-alternative, forced-choice procedure. The signa[ can be 

absent or present, resulting in pdf A (x) (Absent) and pdf p( x) (Present) respectively. 

In that case the stimulus can be presentor notpresent (absent) in each trial. This procedure is 
called a one-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice experimental task (112AFC). The proce
dure can be described with two probability density functions. One describes the distribution of 
x when the signa! is absent (pdf A (x)), the other describes the distribution of x when the sig
na! is actually present (pdfp(x) ). lt is assumed that these distributions are again normal, with 
equal variances cr , but different expectation values J..L A and J..lp. Typically the distributions will 
appear as in Fig. 14. The peak of each distribution corresponds to the expectation value of x 
(mean). The separation between the two peaks is denoted by d' (pronounced d prime) and is 
defined as 

This is a measure for the separation of the two distributions and thus for the discriminability of 
the signa!. It is also an indicator of the subjeet's sensitivity for the detection of the stimulus. 

For comparing the discriminability of different types of signals it is sufficient to measure for 
which intensity (or other parameter) a particular value of d' is produced. In case of a 2AFC 
task ad' of one corresponds toa 69.2% correct score on the psychometrie function. 

It is possible to further minimize the effects of bias by introducing still more variability in 
the experimental task. Consicter the procedure in which each trial is made up of two observa
tion intervals. The stimulus will be presented in only one of these intervals. The subjeet's task 
is to indicate in which interval the stimulus was present. This procedure is called a two-inter
val, two-altemative, forced-choice experimental task (2I2AFC). An optima! decision can be 
made based on a new intemal variabie xdiff, which is equal to the difference of the two varia
bles associated with each interval (xdiff = x1 - x2 ). With this variabie two new distribution 
functions arise with expectation values equal to J..l A - J..lp and J..lp - J..l A , respectively. The stand
ard deviations of both distributions are equal to the quadratic sum of the two underlying stand
ard deviations 

and this is equal to cr J2 si nee cr A = cr p = cr. Fig. 15 shows the situation with the new distri-
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Figure 15: Probability density functions which occur in response to the detection of a stimulus 
using a two-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice procedure. The two alternatives are 
'Absent-Present' and 'Present-Absent'. 

bution functions. The d' for a 2I2AFC experimental task can be derived as 

In this case ad' of one corresponds toa 75% correct score on the psychometrie function. 

Just-noticeable difference 

In many cases one wants to know which differences between two stimuli are necessary to dis
tinguish the one stimulus from the other. The difference between the physical parameters of the 
stimuli at the limit of detection/no-detection is then called the just-noticeable difference (jnd). 

Fitting procedure 

As indicated in paragraph 2.2 it is expected that the discriminability of A and B stimuli is max
imum for negative and small positive gaps and decreases with increasing gap-duration. The 
discriminatien probability therefore decreases from a maximum value (near 100%) at negative 
and small positive gaps to chance-level (50%) at large gaps. The point at which detection·prob
ability starts to decrease and the actual slope of this decrease need some variability in the 
actual shape of a psychometrie function. Furthermore, the psychometrie function should 
accomplish some boundary-conditions. Firstly, the range of the discriminatien probability is 
limited by the 50% chance-level at the lower side and the 100% all-correct at the upper side. 
Secondly, since notall subjects achieve a 100% correct score, the upper value of the discrimi
nation probability is further restricted by the maximum percent correct of each subject. 

The data will therefore be fittedusinga psychometrie function that provides variability in its 
range and satisfies the boundary conditions. This is done by using a fitting function 

1 
fit(x) = 50 + Ï · (rnax-50) · (1- erf(slope(x- threshold))) , 

with free parameters rnax, slope and threshold. The parameter threshold determines 
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the horizontal shift of the psychometrie function, slopeis used for adapting the slope of the 
decreasing score around threshold and max determines the maximum percent correct. The var
iabie x represents the value of the gap-duration (integer). 

The data-fitting is basedon a least-square method. The error between the measured data
points and the possible fit (defined as a weighted sum of squares of the differences between fit 
and data-point) is minimized. Since each data-point bas a certain confidence interval, the error 
will be weighted: the error between fit and data-point gets relatively more important for data-
points with a small confidence interval, since these data-points are rather accurate. · 

This data-fitting procedure was implemented in MATLAB. The resulting fit is presented by 
a solid line in the plot. With each fitted psychometrie function a tone doublet discrimination 
threshold (TDDT or threshold, in cycles) is associated, corresponding to the gap-duration that 
yields 75% correct (equal toparameter offset)1. This gap-duration threshold is not neces
sarily an integer number and can be both positive and negative. 

Confidence interval 

These percent correct scores (observed relative frequencies) are estimates for the unknown dis
crimination probability. Each estimates bas a accompanying 95%-confidence interval which 
can be calculated as follows. Suppose that the unknown probability is equal top and that n tri
als yield an observed relative frequency equal tof. In that case the confidence interval for p 
with an approximate confidence level of 95% can be approximated by (Raade et al., 1990) 

p = f + 1 96 Jt(l -f) 
95% - • n · 

From this equation it is seen that the confidence interval decreases for increasing number of tri
als (n ). Fig. 16 gives a visualisation of the confidence intervals as a function of the observed 

~ relative frequency (f), the unknown probability (p) and the number of trials (n ). 
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Figure 16: Chart giving 95% confidence intervals for unknown probability p from observed 
relative frequency fin n trials. 

I. Consequently, a large threshold implies a discriminability that stays rather weii for large gap-durations. 
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Experiment 1: Tone doublet discrimination 

3.3 Results 

Figures 17 to 21 show average scores (percent correct), estimated error margins (95% conti
denee interval) and fitted psychometrie functions with corresponding thresholds for discrimi
nation of tone doublets with three different amplitude-ratios, for each subject individually. The 
gap-duration is plotted along the abscissa, the percent correct score along the ordinate. The 
amplitude-ratics are equal to [2: 1 ], [ 1: 1] and [ 1 :2] and corresponding results are displayed in 
the upper, middle and lower row respectively. Data-points are connected by a dotted line which 
has no significant meaning but helps by interpreting the data. The results of individual subjects 
are grouped per column, starting with normally hearing, then sensorineural loss and finally 
conductive loss subjects. The last column (right column of Fig. 21) contains results of subjects 
NH3, CL2 and CL3 (amplitude-ratio equal to [1:1]) whoshowaso called non-significant per
formance (see discussion). The remaining plots of these subjects (ether amplitude-ratios) are 
given in appendix A.5. 

3.4 Discussion 

General 

From the individual results it can be seen that not all subjects were able to do the task equally 
well. Three subjects (NH3, CL2 and CL3) could not reach a better performance than about 
70% correct inthebest case. With the confidence-intervals taken into account, this means that 
these subjects do notperferm significantly better then chance-level (50%). Consequently, the 
estimated thresholds have no significance. Therefore, these scores and thresholds will not be 
taken into account for the remainder of the discussion. The ether subjects perferm substantially 
betterand reach scores which range from 50% toabout 95%. 

It can be seen that the psychometrie function does not always cover the whole range from 
50 to 100%. This can be explained by the fact that subjects were not highly experienced with 
psychoacoustical experiments. There are thus considerable possibilities for errors and mistakes 
in the answers, even for conditions where the stimulus differences should be clearly audible 
(negative gap-durations). 

At some gap values the percent correct scores show certain irregularities. Especially for 
negative gaps there tends to be a dip in the dotted line. These dips are best seen for subjects 
NH2, SLl and SL2. For no subject do the dips occur at the same gap-duration when looking at 
different amplitude-ratios. Since some of these irregularities tend to be bigger then the conti
denee interval this shmild be considered closer, which will be done in the next chapter. 

The solid line in each plot represents the fit of a psychometrie function. Almest each fit 
trails through the error-bars of all data-points. Corresponding tone doublet discriminatien 
thresholds range from -0.9 cycles to +6.1 cycles. The consequences of these results for the 
integration time in the auditory system will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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Figure 17: Percent correct scores, fitted psychometrie functions and thresholds for subjects 
NH1 (left) and NH2 (right). Amplitude-ratios are equal to [2:1] (upper), [ 1:1] (middle) and 
[1 :2] (lower row ). 
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[ 1 :2] (lower row ). 
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Experiment 1: Tone doublet discrimination 

Amplitude-ratio 

In this part the effects of changing the ratio of the amplitude of the first burst relative to that of 
the second burst will be discussed. As mentioned in Sec. 2.2 it can be expected that the per
formance of tone doublet discrimination increases for increasing amplitude-ratio (from [1:2], 
via [ 1: 1] to [2: 1]) due to ringing in the auditory filter. Thus thresholds should become larger at 
larger amplitude-ratios. This can be analysed by looking at the correlation between thresholds 
at two different amplitude-ratios. Fig. 22 shows the results of such an analysis (linear regres
sion). The solid line is the result of fitting a linear function to all significant data-points (sub
jects NH3, CL2 and CL3 dropped out because of non-significant performance). Since both x 
and y values have comparable inaccuracies, a standard least-square fit is not useful. Therefore 
a fit is made based on minimizing the orthogonal distances between data-points and line. The 
slope of the line and the intercept are denoted by a and b respectively, r stands for the correla
tion coefficient. The dotted line is the line with unit slope through the origin. This line indi
cates the positions of data-points in case thresholds at both ratios were the same. 

Fig. 22(a) shows the correlation between thresholds at ratio [2: 1] and those at ratio [1: 1]. In 
general data-points lie on the lower right-hand-side of the line with unit slope (dotted line) 
appearing in a slope of 0. 7 and intercept of -0.5 for the regression line. This means that in gen
eral thresholds at a ratio of [2: 1] are larger than those at a ratio of [ 1: 1]. 

Fig. 22(b) shows the correlation between thresholds at ratio [ 1: 1] and those at ratio [ 1 :2]. In 
this case the data-points cluster around the line with unit slope. It can be seen that about as 
many data-points lie above as below the line with unit slope. It can thus be concluded that in 
general thresholds at a ratio of [ 1: 1] are not significantly different from those at a ratio of [ 1 :2]. 
Data-points show a discrepancy from the lower, right-hand-side especially for negative and 
small positive gaps. In this region the effect of ringing is very small because the bursts of the 
stimulus do physically overlap and there is no gap which can be filled by ringing. 

Finally, Fig. 22( c) shows the correlation between thresholds at ratio [2: 1] and those at ratio 
[1:2]. In this case most data-points lie clearly on the lower right-hand-side ofthe line with unit 
slope. Obviously this could be expected from the last two figures since Fig. 22( c) is in fact a 
combination of Fig. 22(a) and Fig. 22(b ). From this it can be concluded that in general thresh
olds increase for decreasing amplitude-ratio. This is in agreement with the idea of ringing in 
the auditory filter (see Sec. 2.2). 
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Figure 22: Correlations between thresholds. (a) Thresholds at ratio [ 1:1] versus ratio [2: 1 ], 
(b) thresholds at ratio [2:1] versus ratio [ 1: 1], (c) thresholds at ratio [ 1:2] versus ratio [2: 1]. 
(o) Normally hearing, (+) sensorineuralloss, (x) subject CL1. 
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Experiment 1: Tone doublet discrimination 

Inter-subject differences 

Table 3 shows tone doublet discriminatien thresholds averaged over normally hearing, hearing 
impaired and all subjects. In this averaging process subjects NH3, CL2 and CL3 are not taken 
into account. On average, hearing impaired subjects show thresholds which are larger then the 
thresholds for normally hearing subjects. With the standard deviations taken into account it is 
seen that the significanee of this difference is not very high. On basis of these results, only little 
differences arise between normally hearing and hearing impaired subjects. Since only 5 of the 
normally hearing and 4 of the hearing impaired subject have a meaningful threshold (NH3, 
CL2 and CL3 drop out because of non-significant performance) the reliability of an analysis is 
not very high. 

Nor~'llyllearing ··.············ 
· Hearing lmpaired 

. All Subjects 
. ... 

• • 

mean standard mean standard mean standard 
amplitude threshold deviation threshold deviation threshold deviation 

ratio [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] 

[2: 1] 2.7 2.4 3.9 1.6 3.2 2.0 

[1:1] 1.3 1.9 2.8 0.8 2.0 1.6 

[1:2] 2.4 1.1 2.1 1.1 2.2 1.1 

pooled 2.1 1.8 2.9 1.3 2.5 1.7 

Table 3: Mean thresholds with standard deviations averagedover normally hearing subjects 
(n=5), hearing impaired subjects (n=4) and all subjects (n=9), for three different amplitude
ratios and averagedover all ratios (pooled). 

Retumi!zg clue 

The results of subject CL1 show a remarkable effect. The percent correct-score starts with 
100% and reaches chance-level for a gap-duration of about 6 cycles. After that the score 
becomes better again. It reaches almost 100% for gaps of 10 cycles. Beyond 10 cycles the 
score gradually reduces to chance-level. These increasing scores for large gaps look in no way 
like that what can be expected based on a psychometrie function and what is seen by the other 
subjects. Por fitting the psychometrie function only data-points on the first half of the plot 
(until 6 ms, see Fig. 21, left column) are taken into account, solid dots are ignored. Otherwise 
no reliable fit would be obtained. 

lt is also possible to calculate tone doublet discriminatien thresholds for subject CL1 based 
on particularly those data-points that determine the retuming clue. In that case, data-points in 
the dip around 6 cycles are ignored but data-points for gaps beyond 10 cycles are taken into 
account. This results in discriminatien thresholds of+ 13.7, + 13.0 and + 12.1 cycles for ampli
tude-ratics of [2: 1], [1: 1] and [1 :2] respectively. Obviously, these thresholds are considerably 
larger than those of other subjects. Therefore, only tone doublet discriminatien thresholds 
based on first half of the plots (thus without the retuming clue) were used. 

So far, this effect, which could be very well reproduced, has only been seen for subject CL 1. 
It is called the retuming clue effect and will be further discussed in Sec. 4.3. 
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Experiment 1: Tone doublet discrimination 

Repetition pitch 

The relative importance of the repetition pitch could be analysed using C and C' stimuli as 
mentioned at the end of Sec. 2.3. The same 412AFC experimental task was used in combina
tion with the C and C' stimuli (100 trials per data-point). Only subject CL1 participated in this 
experiment. Percent correct scores of this experiment together with scores of discrimination of 
A and B stimuli are shown in Fig. 23. 

The data show that only at gap-durations equal to -1 and 0 cycles the C and C' stimuli can 
be significantly discriminated. This could be expected since the C stimuli-pairs with gaps equal 
to -1 and 0 cycles and 0 and + 1 cycles show remarkable differences. The C stimulus with a 0-
cycle gap is equal to a continuous sinusoid of 8 cycles whereas the C stimuli with a gap of -1 or 
+ 1 cycle have an 1-cycle overlap or silence in the middle, respectively. The continuous sinu
soid can easily be discriminated from the other stimuli since it is more tonal. 

At other gap-durations the discriminability between C and C' stimuli deteriorates. At nega
tive gaps and especially at small positive gaps, the percent correct scores is not significant dif
ferent from chance level and considerably less then the percent correct scores of discrimination 
of A and B stimuli. This indicates that the C and C' stimuli can not be discriminaled at these 
gap-durations. 

Since the performance of this subject in the discrimination of the A and B stimulus. for gap
durations of 1 and 2 cycles is significant better than in case of the C and C' stimulus it can be 
concluded that the C and C' stimulus have a considerable smaller pitch difference. 

In case the pitch of a tone doublet is somehow based on a repetition pitch it is expected that 
the C and C' stimuli would have a larger difference in pitch compared with the A and B stimuli 
since the difference in gap-durations and thus in repetition-times is larger. This is not in 
accordance with what is observed and consequently in can be concluded that the repetition 
pitch does not play a significant role by discriminating the C and C' tone doublets. From this it 
is assumed that the repetition pitch does also play no significant role in discriminating A and B 
tone doublets. 
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Figure 23: Percent correct scores for dis crimination of C and C' stimulus (* marker) based on 
100 trials compared with percent correct scoresjor discrimination of A and B stimulus (o 
marker). 
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4 Experiment 2 
Tone doublet pitch labelling 

The second experiment was set up to examine in further detail to what extent the discrimina
tion of tone doublets is based on differences between their spectra. This was done by labelling 
stimuli with a pitch. Doing this will provide some extra information which could not be deter
mined with the first experiment. Again the effects of changing the amplitude-ratio are consid
ered. The experiment will provide more information about irregularities in the percent correct 
scores and the returning clue effect of subject CLl which were observed in the tone doublet 
discrimination task. 

4.1 Setup and procedure 

The same subjects (except subject CL3) took partand the same apparatus and stimuli were 
used in the second experiment. In this experiment attention is paid to the relative pitch of the A 
and B stimulus. This is done by presenting the stimuli in a non-adaptive, two-interval, two
alternative, forced-choice (212AFC) procedure. Accordingly stimuli are played randomly in 
the order AB or BA with a 50% a priori probability. The subjeet's task was to indicate whether 
the first stimulus has a higher or lower pitch than the second by pressing one of two buttons on 
the response box. 

Based on the location of the main maximum in the power-spectrum (see Fig. 4), it is 
expected that the A stimulus has a higher pitch than the B stimulus. But this is only based on 
the location of one peak and is therefore not necessarily a true prediction for the real pitch per
ception of these stimuli. Consequently it is impossible to predict how exactly the pitch will 
change by changing the gap-duration of the stimuli. This implies that there is no a priori cor
rect answer of the listening-task since the subjeet's instructions (which of two stimuli has the 
highest pitch) allow a subjective interpretation. For that reason this experiment is carried out 
without feedback. Nevertheless, the subjeet's answers were hooked as 'correct' in case they 
indicated that the A stimulus had a higher pitch than the B stimulus, else 'wrong'. The percent 
correct can thus be interpreted as how many times that the A stimulus had the highest pitch. 

Again each experiment consisted of several runs each composed of 25 or 50 trials at a fixed 
gap-duration in random order. Pauses were introduced to minimize the effect of fatigue. Each 
data-point is the mean of at least 50 trials and comes again with a corresponding confidence
interval. 

Prior to the second experiment all subjects were trained for doing a pitch labelling task. This 
was done by presenting two pure tones (300-ms duration) of different frequencies. One of the 
tones had a frequency of 1 kHz, the other had a higher frequency. The subjeet's task was to 
indicate whether the pitch of these tones went up or down. The results showed that almost all 
subjects were able to do this task. At a frequency difference of 10Hz all subjects (except sub
ject NH3) scored better than 80% correct. 
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4.2 Results 

Data-presentation 

Fig. 24 shows average scores (percent correct), estimated error margins (95% confidence inter
val) and fitted psychometrie functions with corresponding thresholds of the tone doublet label
ling task for tone doublets with an amplitude-ratio of [1:1], for each subject individually. The 
arrangement of abscissa and ordinate is similar to that used in the first experiment. As indi
cated above the percentage represents the number of times that the subject indicated that the A 
stimulus had the highest pitch. The dotted line connects the data-points but has no significant 
meaning, it helps by interpreting the data. The solid curve is again the result of a data-fit which 
is discussed below. Only results of the stimuli with amplitude-ratio [ 1:1] of significant per
forming subjects are given. Results for other amplitude-ratios and other subjects are given in 
appendix A5. Results of subject CL1 are presented in the Discussion (Retuming clue). 

Data-fitting 

Since some data of the second experiment show considerable irregularities, it is necessary to 
adjust the fitting procedure. The boundary-conditions, weighted error and determination of 
threshold are kept similar as in the first experiment, but irregular data-points (indicated by a 
solid dot in the figures) are not used during the fitting procedure. Irregular data-points are those 
points which have a percent correct score below 50% and which is significant less than the 
score of their immediate neighbours. In the discussion a possible nature of these irregularities 
will be explained (Ambiguity). 

4.3 Discussion 

General 

Subjects who had difficulties doing the first experiment (NH3 and CL2) had also difficulties 
· doing the second experiment (subject CL3 did nottake part in the second experiment). Percent 
correct scores for theses subjects stayed within a +/-20% distance from chance-level (50% ), 
even inthebest cases. These scores are thus not significantly different from chance-level. This 
lies in the line of expectation because being able to label stimuli with different pitches requires 
at least a certain discriminability and thus an overall perceptual difference between the stimuli. 
lf there is no general difference between stimuli than there is certainly no pitch-difference. 

From the subjects who were able to do the pitch labelling taskat a significant level, it can be 
said that most subjects (NH1, NH4, NH5, NH6, SLl and SL3) performed more or less the 
same as in the first experiment. The data-points and fitted psychometrie functions show the 
same tendendes and shapes as in the discrimination task. Some other subjects (NH2 and SL2) 
show effects which were not seen intheir data from the first experiment. Several irregularities 
arise in the percent correct scores between successive data-points. This will be discussed fur
ther in sub-section Ambiguity below. 
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Experiment 2: Tone doublet pitch labelling 
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Figure 24: Percent correct scores, fitted psychometrie functions and thresholds for second 
experiment, amplitude-ratio [ 1:1]. (a)-( e) Normally hearing, (f)-(h) sensorineurallosses 
subjects. Irregular data-points (see text) are indicated by solid dots and not usedfor fit. 
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Experiment 2: Tone doublet pitch labelling 

Comparison with experiment 1 

The differences between the first and second experiment are the way in which the stimuli were 
presented and the instructions given to the subjects, but not the stimuli as such. Therefore it is 
expected that thresholds in the first and second experiment will be roughly the same. This 
statement can be checked using a linear regression between thresholds of both experiments. 
Fig. 25 shows the result of such an analysis. Again a straight line is fitted by minimi~ing the 
sum of the orthogonal distances between data-points and line. The slope of the line and the 
intercept are denoted by a and b respectively, r stands for the correlation coefficient. 
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Figure 25: Correlation between thresholds offirst and second experimentfor all amplitude-ratios 
([2:1], [ 1:1] and [ 1:2]). (o) Normally hearing. (+)hearing impaired, (x) subject CL1 (n=27). 

From the fitting parameters and the positions of data-points one can see that in general 
thresholds of the second experiment tend to be a bit larger than those of the first experiment. 
This is true for 18 of the 27 data-points (67% ). On average the threshold of the second experi
ment is 0.3 cycle larger than the threshold of the first experiment. It can thus be concluded that 
in general the second experiment yields a performance that is a little better than that of the first 
experiment1. This implies that the pitch labelling taskis insome way easier to do. 

Especially for subject NH1 the transition from all-correct to chance-level (equal to the slope 
of the psychometrie function at half-height or 75% correct) is in the second experiment signif
icantly more steep than in the first experiment. The threshold in the second experiment is larger 
than in the first experiment. This indicates that although this subject can perform better in the 
pitch labelling task, he tends to give up more quickly at gap-durations around threshold. 

-Amplitude-ratio 

· Similar to Sec. 3.4, the effects of changing the amplitude-ratio will now be discussed. Again it 
is analysed whether thresholds increase for increasing amplitude-ratio. Figure 26 shows results 
of linear regressions similar to that used in Sec. 3.4. Again subjects NH3 and CL2 were 
dropped out because of non-significant performance. The slope of the line and the intercept are 
denoted by a and b respectively, r stands for the correlation coefficient. The dotted line is the 
line with unit slope through the origin. 

Fig. 26( a) shows the correlation between thresholds at ratio [2: 1] and those at ratio [ 1: 1]. 
Analogous to the situation in the first experiment, the data-points show a tendency for the 
lower right-hand-side of the dotted line. It can thus be stated that in the second experiment a 

1. Reminder: a large threshold implies a discriminability that stays rather well for large gap-durations. 
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Figure 26: Correlations between thresholdsfor second experiment (n=9). (a) Thresholds at 
ratio [1:1] versus ratio [2:1], (b) thresholds at ratio [1:2] versus ratio [1:1], (c) thresholds at 
ratio [ 1:2] versus ratio [2:1]. (o) Normally hearing, (+)hearing impaired, (x) subject CL1. 

decrease of amplitude-ratio from [ 1: 1] to [2: 1] results in an increase in the corresponding 
thresholds. 

Fig. 26(b) shows the correlation between thresholds at ratio [ 1: 1] and those at ratio [ 1 :2]. In 
this case data-points lay clearly on the lower right-hand-side of the dotted line, meaning that 
thresholds increase for decreasing amplitude-ratio. lt can thus be concluded that in the second 
experiment a decrease of amplitude-ratio from [1:2] to [1:1] results in an increase in the eerre
sponding thresholds. 

Finally, Fig. 26(c) shows the correlation between thresholds at ratio [2:1] and those at ratio 
[1:2]. Now the data-points lay clearly on the lower right-hand-side ofthe line with unit slope.lt 
can thus be concluded that in general thresholds increase for increasing amplitude-ratio. This is 
again in agreement with the idea of ringing in the auditory filter (Sec. 2.2). 

Pitch 

Apart from subject CL1 and apart from irregular data-points, subjects who were able to do the 
labelling task showed generally the same tendencies concerning the pitches of the stimuli: 
• The A stimulus has a higher pitch than the B stimulus for negative and small positive gaps, 
• The A stimulus has the same pitch as the B stimulus for gaps larger than about 2 to 5 cycles. 
However, this pitch behaviour is not valid for the irregular data-points. At these points some 
discontinuities occur. That will be explained below (Ambiguity). Furthermore, this pitch behav
iour does not hold for subject CL1. The discrepancies in this case will be discussed in sub-sec
tion Retuming clue. 

Ambiguity 

As mentioned above, the scores of subjects NH2 and SL2 show non-monotonous irregularities. 
These irregularities occurred only at gap-durations which had percent correct scores which dif
fered significantly from chance-level. The percent correct scores fluctuate between high and 
low going from the one to the next gap-duration. This implies that the pitch order between the 
A and B stimulus reverses between successive gap-durations. Analysis of the raw-data showed 
that scores of individual runs at equal gaps vary between about 0% and 100% or between a 
small percentage and about 100% minus that percentage. 
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Experiment 2: Tone doublet pitch labelling 

An explanation for this is found in the fact that subjects probably use the fi.rst stimuli-pair in 
each run as a kind of reference. The next stimuli-pairs are then compared relative to the first 
pair. The subject then uses a different decision-rule for all subsequent answers. Instead of indi
cating whether the pitch went up or down they indicate whether the stimuli-pair was the same 
as or different from the very first one. The eventual score only represents the answer that was 
given for the first stimuli-pair. If the impression of the first stimulus-pair gives rise to a certain 
pitch-movement then the final score only represents the movement of the pitch within this first 
pair. With this the ambiguous character of the pitch of tone doublets is demonstrated. 

The above mentioned problem can be partially cleared up by presenting stimuli in such an 
order that gap-durations vary randomly between successive stimuli. Doing this avoids the pos
sibie use of a reference stimuli-pair at the beginning of a run, since stimuli-pairs following the 
first pair have different gap-durations and thus different pitches. This was done during addi
tional experiments with subjects NH1 and NH2. Results showed that the experimental task 
became harder. Percent correct-scores decreased with at least 15% for data-points which previ
ously scored a bout 100% correct. Therefore this technique has not been used during final data 
collection. 

Returning clue 

One of the reasons to set up the second experiment was to get more information about the 
retuming clue-effect. This effect was observed during the first experiment with subject CL 1 at 
large gap-durations. With the second experiment it is made clear that the differences between 
A and B stimuli can be (at least partially) assigned to differences intheir pitches. Fig. 27 shows 
results of the pitch labelling taskof subject CL1. The shape of the psychometrie function dif
fers substantially from that found in his discrimination task and those from other subjects. Sub
ject CL1 shows a pitch-tendency which can bedescribed as follows: 
• The A stimulus has a higher pitch than the B stimulus for negative and small positive gaps, 
• The A stimulus has the same pitch as the B stimulus for gaps equal to about 6 cycles, 
• The A stimulus has a lower pitch than the B stimulus for gaps between about 6 and 14 

cycles, 
• The A stimulus has the samepitch astheB stimulus for gaps larger than about 14 to 15 

cycles. 
The retuming clue-effect is thus caused by a difference in pitch of the A and B stimulus. It is 
remarkable that this pitch difference is opposite to the pitch difference for small gaps. Percent 
correct scores at other amplitude-ratios show generally the sameeffect (see appendix A.5). 

Subject: CL 1 
Ratio: (1:1] 

Threshold: +4.1 

j 50 -----------------"1'-------,---l +--~ 

!!1111
1 

0 
~-~3--0~----~5----~10----~15~ 

Gap [cycles] 

Figure 2 7: Percent correct scores, fitted psychometrie function and threshold for second 
experiment, subject CL1 showing the retuming clue, solid dots not used for fit (ratio [ 1:1] ). 
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5 Experiment 3 
Frequency-jnd and gap-detection 

5.1 Introduetion 

The final experiment was set up to obtain some references with previous publications in order 
to be able to compare the subjects' results. This was done by reproducing a frequency-jnd 
experiment according to Wier et al. ( 1977) and a gap-detection experiment according to Moore 
et al. (1993). Again the same subjects and apparatus were used. This time stimuli and experi
mental procedure were changed. These changes will be explained in the Setup. 

It is expected that in some way frequency-jnd's and gap-detection thresholds have some
thing to do with thresholds found for the tone doublet discrimination and labelling tasks. Since 
the second experiment showed that the differences between tone doublets arise (at least partly) 
from differences in pitch, it can be expected that small frequency-jnd's will give rise to large 
tone doublet discrimination thresholds. Further, it is expected that large gap-detection thresh
olds will lead to large tone doublet discrimination thresholds. These statements will be ana
lysed in the Discussion. 

5.2 Setup 

5.2.1 Frequency-jnd 

Procedure 

Just-noticeable differences for frequency were measured for short (8 ms) and long (200 ms) 
tone bursts of a pure sinusoid. An adaptive four-interval, two-altemative, forced-choice 
(412AFC) procedure was used. The properties of this procedure will be explained below. Each 
trial consisted of four observation intervals. Stimuli were randornly played in the order AABA 
or ABAA with a 50% a priori probability. The A and B stimulus are both tone bursts of a pure 
sine, the A stimulus with a constant frequency of 1 kHz, the B stimulus with a variable, higher 
frequency. The subjeet's task was to indicate whether the B stimulus (odd-ball) was in the sec
ond or third interval. After each quadruplet the lights on the response-box lit up, indicating that 
an answer should be given. There was no response-time limit. After answering a visual feed
back of the correct answer was given. 

After two consecutive correct responses, the task was made one step harder by decreasing 
the frequency difference; after each incorrect response the task was made one step easier by 
increasing the frequency difference (two- down, one-up). The transition from increasing to 

/ 
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decreasing difficulty defined a positive tumaround. Testing continued until at least 50 stimuli 
and at least four positive tumarounds had occurred. The frequency step sizes were 5 Hz up to 
the first two positive tumarounds and 1 Hz for the next tumarounds in case of the long tone 
bursts and 20Hz and 5 Hz respectively, fortheshort tone bursts. The just-noticeable difference 
was estimated as the meao frequency difference at the final 16 trials. This procedure tracks the 
point on the psychometrie function corresponding to 70.7% correct (Levitt, 1971 ). The fin al 
frequency-jnd for each condition is the meao of at least two estimates. Contrary to the first two 
experiments, subjects were only made familiar with the experimental procedure and stimuli but 
were oot exhaustively trained. 

Stimuli 

The sinusoidal tone bursts were digitally generated (same equipment and settings as in experi
ment 1) and gated by a switch (TDT SW2) with 25 ms cosine-squared riselfall time and 200 
ms steady-state for the long tone bursts and 1 ms cosine-squared riselfall time and 8 ms steady
state for the short tone bursts. Sound pressure levels were equal to the levels used in the first 
and second experiment for each subject. 

Adaptive procedure 

An adaptive procedure is an efficient metbod for estimating a (discrimination) threshold. This 
procedure estimates a single point on the psychometrie function. Consider a task in which a 
subject has to discriminate between two stimuli that differ by an amount ~ . It is assumed and 
necessary that discriminability improves as ~ increases. In other words: the psychometrie 
function should be monotonous. In case of a two-down, one-up adaptive procedure the value of 
~ is decreased (the task gets harder) if the subject gives two consecutive correct responses 
(two-down). The value of ~ is increased (the task gets easier) in case the subject gives one 
incorrect response (one-up). After increasing and decreasing the value of~ for several times a 
eertaio value will be reached for which the probability of decrease equals the probability for 
increase, P(decrease) = P(increase) = 1-P(decrease), so that P(decrease) = P(increase) = 0.5. 
When this equilibrium is reached the probability for a correct response (pc) is determined by 
P( decrease) = pc · pc = 0.5 . This equation cao be solved for pc and the solution yields 
Pc = J03:::::; 0.7071 . The two-down, one-up procedure thus estimates the 70.7% correct 

point on the psychometrie function. 

~ high +·+ 
:ë 
ct! 
c: 

.E + + .+ + . + . + .+ + 
"t5 th h ld ·.+ . ....:· ··+· ·+ +· ·+ + + 
~ res o r-------~----.~--~-~------~------~~---~~~---~~~_, 
(/) 
::I 
"'5 
.5 
êi5 low 

1 5 10 15 20 25 
Trial number 

Figure 28: Typ ie al datafora two-down, one-up adaptive procedure, tracking the 70.7% 
correct point on the psychometrie function. Correct answers are indicated by '+ ', wrong 
answers by '- '. After trial number 5 and 9 the step size is decreased (halved). 
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Experiment 3: Frequency-jnd and gap-deteefion 

The adaptive metbod can be made faster and/or more accurate by changing the step value 
of the parameter during the experiment. In the beginning large steps are used. This makes the 
procedure fast since it is no longer necessary to check many points on the psychometrie func
tion. After several reversals of increasing and decreasing parameter values, the step value is 
reduced. Now the procedure gets more accurate since small step values result in a better 
defined point on the psychometrie function. Typical data for such a two-down, one-up proce
dure are given in Fig. 28 

5.2.2 Gap-detection 

Procedure 

Gap-detection thresholds were measured using an adaptive (two-down, one-up) two-interval, 
two-alternative, forced-choice procedure (212AFC). Each trial consisted of two observation 
intervals. The intervals contained a sinusoid in noise or a sinusoid with a gap in noise. The 
sinusoid with the gap occurred randomly in the first or second interval with a 50% a priori 
probability. The subjeet's task was to indicate which interval contained the gap. Aftereach pair 
of stimuli the lights on the response-box lit up, indicating that an answer should be given. 
There was no response-time limit. After answering a visual feedback of the correct answer was 
given. 

After two consecutive correct responses, the task was made one step harder by decreasing 
the duration of the gap; after each incorrect response the task was made one step easier by 
increasing the duration of the gap (two-down, one-up). The transition from increasing to 
decreasing difficulty defined a positive turnaround. Testing continued until 50 stimuli and at 
least four positive turnarounds had occurred. The gap-duration step size was a factor 1.4 up to 
the first two positive tumarounds and 0.7 for the next tumarounds. The threshold was estimated 
as the geometrie mean gap value at the final 16 trials. This procedure tracks the point on the 
psychometrie function corresponding to 70.7% correct (Levitt, 1971). The final gap-detection 
threshold is the mean of at least two estimates. 

Again, subjects were made familiar with the experimental procedure and stimuli but were 
not exhaustively trained. 

Stimuli 

The sinusoidal marker was a digitally generated sinusoid (same equipment and settings as in 
experiment 1) with a carrier-frequency of 1 kHz, 50-ms cosine-squared riselfall times and 400-
ms steady-state. The signal with the gap was similar to the marker but with a gap in the middle, 
using cosine-squared falllrise times of 1 ms. The insertion of the gap was without regard to the 
phase of the sinusoid. This is similar to the preserved-phase condition described by Shailer and 
Moore ( 1987). The marker and signal always started and ended with zero-phase. 

The tone bursts were presented in a background noise designed to mask speetral splatter 
produced by the abrupt gating of the gap. The noise (Wandel & Goltermann, RG 1) was white 
noise (16Hz-22kHz) lowpass filtered at 3 kHz (Kemo, VBF8 filter, 90 dB/octave slope, cutoff 
specified at 3-dB down point). The ratio of the signallevel to the noise spectrum level was 40 
dB. Signal and noise were added by a weighted summer (TDT SM3, 0 dB gain). Sound pres
sure levels of the signal were equal to the levels used in the first and second experiment. 
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5.3 Results 

The individual results for all subject of the frequency-jnd and gap-detection experiments are 
given in table 4. The frequency-jnd's for subjects NH3 and CL2 are, both fortheshort and long 
stimuli, significantly enlarged compared with the other subjects. Therefore, the jnd's of these 
two subjects are not taken into account during the averaging process. Table 5 gives values of 
frequency-jnd's and gap-detection thresholds averagedover subjects. 

Frequency-jnd 

All subjects were able to do the frequency discrimination task. That had already become clear 
from a training experiment prior to the tone doublet labelling experiment (experiment 2). How
ever, subjects NH3 and CL2 had considerable trouble with distinguishing the two frequencies. 
Even the frequency-jnd's for the long tone bursts are substantially enlarged. 

The data of Wier et al. (1977) yielded a frequency-jnd (1 kHz, 80 dB SL, 500-ms duration) 
of about 1.5 Hz. This value is a result of experiments carried out with highly trained listeners. 
The listeners who could not produce a jnd less than 3 Hz were excluded from their study. The 
current study has been carried out with subjects who were not highly trained and it is thus 
obvious that their results will yield larger frequency-jnd's. Secondly it should be noted that 

. 

F~quency-jnd [Hz] Gap-detection .. 
Subject . short Jong threshold 

. 
[ms] (8ms) (200ms) 

.·· 

NH1 33 3.3 2.6 

NH2 61 18.3 5.3 

NH3 8ot 53.7t 5.5 

NH4 42 3.8 3.1 

NH5 50 5.4 3.6 

NH6 12 1.3 3.0 

SLl 47 7.3 3.4 

SL2 22 5.2 7.0 

SL3 55 7.3 9.0 

CL1 13 4.6 4.5 

CL2 170t 8.7t 7.4 

CL3 62 7.6 6.3 

Table 4: Frequency-jnd's (short and long tone bursts) and gap-defection thresholds for all 

subjects (t excludedfor averaging, see text). 
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Experiment 3: Frequency-jnd and gap-deteelion 

. . . .··.··· ........... 
Normally Hear.mg ·· • 

. CC .. ··.· .. ··.·•• ·~ .• 

}Hearing Impab·ed 
I .< .... 

All Subjects 

mean standard mean standard mean standard 
experiment threshold deviation threshold deviation threshold deviation .... 
frequency- 40Hz 19Hz 40Hz 21Hz 40Hz 19Hz 
jnd short 

frequency- 6.4Hz 6.8Hz 6.4 Hz 1.4Hz 6.4 Hz 4.6Hz 
jnd long 

gap- 3. 9ms 1.2 ms 6.3 ms 2.0ms 5.1 ms 2.0ms 
detection 

Table 5: Frequency-jnd's (short and long) and gap-deteefion thresholds with standard 
deviations averagedover normally hearing, hearing impaired and all subjects (frequency-jnd's 
of subjects NH3 and CL2 are excluded, see text and table 4 ). 

Wier et al. used a stimulus duration of 500 ms which is considerably Jonger than the 200 ms 
us;:j in the current study. From Moore (1973) it is known that frequency-jnd's become larger 
for decreasing stimulus duration. The data of Moore yielded frequency-jnd's (1 kHz, 60 dB 
SL) of about 1.6 Hz fora 200-ms stimulus duration and about 6 Hz fora 8-ms stimulus dura
tion. 

Nevertheless, the frequency-jnd's found in the current study are generally larger than those 
found by Wier et al. and Mooreet al. An explanation for this discrepancy is found inthefact 
that the subjects used in the current study are less highly trained. 

Gap-detection 

All subjects were able to do the gap-deteetien task. In general the values of the gap-deteetien 
thresholds are smaller than those found by Mooreet al. (1993). Their data showed a mean gap
deteetien threshold (1 kHz, 85 dB SPL) of about 6 ms. These data were measured using a 
3AFC adaptive procedure. This procedure tracks the 79.4% correct score on the psychometrie 
function whereas the 2AFC procedure used in the current experiment tracks the 70.7% correct 
point. From this it is obvious that thresholds in the current experiment will be generally 
smaller. Unfortunately it is not possible to estimate the corresponding threshold at 79.4% cor
rect since the exact shape of the psychometrie function is not measured using an adaptive pro
cedure. With only knowledge about the point of 70.7% correct it is thus impossible to predict 
the position of the 79.4% correct point. 
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Experiment 3: Frequency-jnd and gap-detection 

5.4 Discussion 

Bad performances 

The frequency-jnd's for subjects NH3 and CL2 are considerably larger than those of the other 
subjects. Obviously, these two subjects have for some reason trouble with distinguishing pure 
tones. The large frequency-jnd's can explain why they had considerable trouble doing the first 
and second experiment. Generally, the pitch differences between the A and B stimuli are not 
very large. Subjects who find it even difficult to discriminate between pure tones will therefore 
certainly experience much trouble in discriminating tone doublets. Only in case a subject is 
able to reach a small frequency-jnd, he will be able to discriminate tone doublets. 

Correlations 

As explained in the introduetion it is generally expected that: 
• large frequency-jnd's willlead to small tone doublet discrimination thresholds, and 
• large gap-detection thresholds willlead to large tone doublet discrimination thresholds. 

Therefore, it will now be checked how the results of the first experiment (tone doublet discrim
ination) correlate with the results of the frequency-jnd and gap-detection experiments. The cor
relations between thresholds and jnd's will be analysed by means of linear regressions. For this 
regression a standard least square metbod is used. The results of subjects NH3 and CLl are not 
taken into account. 

Fig. 29 shows the results of such a data-analysis. The slope of the solid line and the inter
cept are denoted by a and b respectively, r stands for the correlation coefficient. 

Fig. 29(a) shows the correlation between tone doublet discrimination thresholds and fre
quency-jnd's. From the value of the correlation coefficients (r = -0.566) it becomes obvious 
that the correlation between tone doublet discrimination thresholds and frequency-jnd's is 
rather we:.!k. The slope of the regression line shows that in general tone doublet discrimination 
thresholds increase for decreasing frequency-jnd's. That is in accordance with what was 
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Figure 29: Correlations between tone doublet discrimination thresholds andfrequency-jnd's 
(a) and tone doublet discrimination thresholds and gap-deteefion thresholds (b) basedon 
linear regression (n=9). (o) Normally hearing. (+)hearing impaired, (x) subject CLJ. 
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Experiment 3: Frequency-jnd and gap-deteerion 

expected. It is also in agreement with what was observed with the poorly performing subjects 
(NH3 and CL2). These subjects were not able to achieve a significant tone doublet discrimina
tion threshold (thus these thresholds are negative). On the other hand, the frequency-jnd's of 
these subjects are considerably enlarged. Generally, it can thus be concluded that tone doublet 
discrimination thresholds are better (larger) for subjects with small frequency-jnd's. 

Fig. 28(b) shows the correlation between tone doublet discrimination thresholds and gap
detection thresholds. Although the tendency that large gap-detection thresholds go together 
with large tone doublet discrimination thresholds is in accordance with what is expected, it 
should be noted that the correlation is weak ( r = 0.446 ). 

Data-points of the poorly performing subjects are not used in the correlation calculation 
because their tone doublet discrimination thresholds are not significant. It can be considered 
what happens if each non-significant tone doublet discrimination threshold is replaced by a 
(significant) threshold that can logically be expected in case of bad performance. These thresh
olds will yield negative values, since especially for these values the discriminability of tone 
doubletsis large. Doing this will yield more data-points intheupper left corner of Fig. 29(a) 
and that results in a better correlation. 
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6 General conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions 

General 

It has become clear that tone doublet stimuli can be used for examining spectro-temporal 
processing of the auditory system. As expected, A stimuli have higher pitches than B stimuli 
for negative and small positive gaps and pitch differences become smaller for increasing gap
durations. For large gap-durations there is no perceptual difference between A and B stimuli in 
general and especially no pitch difference. 

From this it is concluded that there exists a critica! duration for the pause between the bursts 
of a tone doublet beyond which the two bursts are separately processed. For gap-durations of 
2.5 ms and smaller, the tone bursts fall both within the temporal sliding window and can be 
processed together. This leads to such an altering of the short-time spectra that the two stimuli 
can be distinguished based on a pitch difference. For larger gap-durations, the tone bursts fall 
no longer within the same temporal window and are thus processed separately. In these cases 
there is less difference between the short-time spectra and stimuli are no longer discriminable. 

From this an estimate can me made for the integration time used for spectro-temporal 
processing. This time-constant is approximately equal to the discrimination threshold of the A 
and B stimulus plus 8 ms. These 8 ms arise from both bursts of the tone doublet which need to 
fall within the temporal window to be processed together. A first order approximation for the 
time-constant associated with spectro-temporal processing yields on average about 10.5 ms. 

ViJferences between normally hearing and hearing impaired listeners 

The present study yielded small differences between normally hearing and hearing impaired 
listeners concerning the tone doublet discrimination thresholds. On average tone doublet dis
crimination thresholds tend to be larger for hearing impaired subjects when compare~ with 
normally hearing subjects. This indicates that generally time-constants associated with spec
tro-temporal processing are larger for hearing impaired listeners than for normally hearing lis
teners. The significanee of this difference is rather weak because of large individual differences 
between both normally hearing and hearing impaired subjects. 

Ringing in the auditory filter 

By changing the amplitude-ratio between the first and second burst of the tone doublets it was 
possible to analyse some effects of ringing in the auditory filter. Discriminability between A 
and B stimuli increased when the amplitude of the first burst increased relative to the amplitude 
of the second burst. This is in accordance with what can be expected from ringing. 
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General conclusions 

Retuming clue 

One of the subjects showed a retuming clue effect both in the tone doublet discrimination and 
pitch labelling task. This effect has only been observed with this subject and could be very well 
reproduced. Until now, no explanation could be found for the nature of this retuming clue. It is 
unclear whether the retuming clue is actually caused by two different ( opposite) clues or by 
one single clue that changes (reverses) because of changing properties of stimuli and spectra. 

It is possible that the retuming clue is only achieved with highly experienced subjects. Due 
to the limited amount of time available for this study, this could not be analysed in detail. 

Correlations withfrequency-jnd's and gap-detection thresholds 

On basis of the data there arise only weak correlations between tone doublet discrimination 
thresholds and frequency jnd's as well as between tone doublet discrimination thresholds and 
gap-detection thresholds. On average the tendencies are such that large tone doublet discrimi
nation thresholds go together with smal! frequency-jnd's and large gap-detection thresholds. 

Audiological tooi 

The differences that occurred between normally hearing and hearing impaired subjects con
ceming the tone doublet discrimination thresholds are smal!. Moreover there exists a large 
spread in individual results. With that knowledge it is not reasonable to use tone doublet dis
crimination thresholds as a quantitative measure in audiological practice. Apart from these fun
damental drawbacks, the measuring method as used in the current study takes far too long to be 
applicable in audiological practice. 

6.2 Recommendations and proposals 

Adaptive procedure 

During the tone doublet discrimination experiment (experiment 1) an non-adaptive procedure 
was used. The reason for doing this was that the exact shape of the psychometrie function was 
yet unknown and based on preliminary results a retuming clue could be expected. After that all 
results were processed, it became clear that the retuming clue effect was an exception, it has 
only been observed with one subject. None of the other subjects showed a significant increase 
in discriminability after that chance-level had been reached for gap-durations larger than 
threshold. On genera!, the subjects' results showed psychometrie functions similar to those that 
are generally expected from psycho-acoustic experiments. Thus, psychometrie functions are 
monotonous and discriminability improves as gap-duration decreases. With this knowledge use 
can be made of an adaptive procedure to determine discrimination thresholds. Generally, adap
tive procedures are more efficient and the shorter duration of experiments makes the task easier 
to do. 
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General conclusions 

More subjects 

All conclusions that could be drawn conceming differences between normally hearing and 
hearing impaired subjects and correlations between thresholds are only based on a limited pop
ulation of at most 12 subjects. From these subjects, three were not able to perform better than 
chance-level. This implies a further reduction of the relevant subject population. In order to be 
able to do better founded statements it is necessary to perform experiments with more subjects. 
This task can be made less sizeable when using an adaptive procedure as mentioned above. 

Variation ofnumber of cycles 

From additional experiments (explained in the appendix) it became obvious that varying the 
number of cycles in each burst of the tone doublets can be another interesting tool in gaining 
additional information about spectro-temporal processing. Changing the number of cycles 
changes the total duration and the spectra of the stimuli. Analogous to what is observed in case 
of varying the gap-duration, it can be expected that for some critica! value of the number of 
cycles, the two burst of a tone doublet are processed separately. lt should be considered that 
stimuli with a varying number of cycles may need a fixed gap-duration. The choice of this gap
doration is, like the choice of the exact number of cycles when varying gap-durations, not triv
ia!. With the knowledge gained in the current study it is possible to make well-founded deci
sions conceming the number of cycles and gap-durations. 

Variation of amplitude-ratio 

In order to further examine the effects of ringing in the auditory filter it is useful to perform 
experiments in which the amplitude-ratio of tone doublets is systematically varied. In this con
text it is needful to use well-considered combinations of gap-durations and amplitude-ratios. 

Compound measurement techniques 

The spectro-temporal processing of the auditory system is not the only way in which sounds 
can be processed. In genera!, other processing modes yield other typical measurable aspects. 
One may think of temporal resolution with for instanee gap-detection thresholds and frequency 
resolution with just noticeable differences for frequency. In order to gain more fundamental 
insight in the processing modes of the auditory system and the relations between them it is nec
essary to examine the other processing modes separately but also in combination with others. 

Hearing instruments 

It is interesting to look at the effects of using a hearing instrument on the spectro-temporal 
processing of the (pathological) auditory system. The signal processing of hearing instruments 
can significantly alter both the measurable and perceptual properties of stimuli. From this point 
of view it can be expected that adding automatic gain control (AGC), peak clipping (PC), K
amplification (K-amp), compression and/or other methods used in hearing aid amplification 
technique can alter somehow the measurable aspects of spectro-temporal processing. If such 
alterations are measurable and significant, it can be thought of how to design hearing instru
mentsin order to prevent unwanted deteriorations. 
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A.l Subjects 

A total number of 12 subjects participated in the main experiments. From these, 6 were nor
mally hearing and 6 were hearing impaired. Among the hearing impaired subjects there were 3 
with a pure sensorineural hearing loss and 3 with a pure conductive loss. The labelling of sen
sorineural or conductive loss was based on a possible air-bone gap in the audiograms measured 
previously at the Audiological Centre Eindhoven. New air-conduction tone-audiograms were 
measured using an adaptive (two-down, one-up) Békésy-method (continuously repeated tone 
bursts, 200 ms steady state and 20 ms cosine-squared raise/fall times) and insert earphones 
(Etymotic Research ER-2). These are given in Fig. A.1 (normally hearing) and Fig. A.2 (hear
ing impaired). The six normally hearing subjects all had absolute thresholds within 20 dB of 
the 1964 ISO standard at all measured frequencies (except subject NH2 whohad a dip of about 
40 dB around 1 kHz). 

The hearing impaired subjects were selected by the Audiological Centre Eindhoven on basis 
of audiogram, anamnesis, age and travelling distance. lt was tried to find subjects with flat 
audiograms (particularly around 1 kHz) whohad had no medica! ear-related operations of sig
nificance. Further, it was tried to find subjects whose ages were equally spread over a wide 
range. Finally, only subjects who had a travelling distance no longer than about half an hour 
we1e invited. 

From the 34 potential hearing impaired subjects 31 were summoned and asked to partici
pate in the research. The 19 returned responses yielded 9 positive reactions. From these, 7 were 
suitable and eventually 6 participated in the research. 

Subjects NH6 and CL1 can be labelled as experienced in doing psycho-acoustic experi
ments. Table A.1 contains the relevant data concerning all the participating subjects. 

A ge Sex .·':: Ear 
Stimulus 

Subject Initials .. Level 
[yr] [MIFJ '··· .. [L(R] 

[dB SPL] 
.· .. 

NHI DP 23 M R 90 

NH2 HH 52 M R 90 

NH3 MC 23 M L 85 

NH4 MP 24 M L 85 

NH5 MR 23 M L 85 

NH6 AH 57 M L 85 

SLI HS 63 F L 100 

SL2 JW 47 F R 95 

SL3 PZ 50 F L 100 

CLI N 23 M R 95 

CL2 MV 42 F L 95 

CL3 AT 27 M L 100 

Table A. I: Subject information for all subjects. NH stands for normally hearing, SL stands for 
sensorineuralloss and CL standsjor conductive loss (n.m.=not measured). 
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Figure A.l: Tone threshold audiograms ofnormally hearing subjects (x left, o right ear). 
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A.2 Preliminary experiments 

Sound pressure level 

In preliminary experiments it was checked in what way the sound pressure level (SPL) intiu
ences the percent correct scores of the first experiment. This was done for subjects NH6 and 
CLI, at three different SPLs. Percent correct scores are shown in Fig. A.3. Corresponding tone 
doublet discrimination thresholds are in table A.2. For subject CLI these thresholds are again 
basedon only the left-hand-side of the plot (gap-durations smaller than or equal to 6 cycles). 
From the data it was concluded that there exists no significant effect of changing the SPL 
within 20 dB. Therefore SPLs were adjusted so that each subject found it comfortable to listen 
to the stimuli and do the experiments. SPLs of 85 and 90 dB SPL were used for the normally 
hearing and 95 and 100 dB SPL for the hearing impaired subjects. It was assumed that also for 
the second experiment (tone doublet labelling) there arises no significant effect due to the dif
ferences in SPLs, within the specified ranges. 

100 ~ e·~ lil 
+ ··~ 

x 

"/; i + 
~ 0 e_. x 

.o 

· ... o 
0 

+· 
x x 
+ x 

0 

x + • .• x x 
0 0 ~. 

+ 
0 () 

+ x 
x 0 

+ 
- ·. + -0". :6 50 --------------- -it ~~~- ~ --"- )(----- --;<--- ~ 50 ----------------"':~~-------------~---
~ + 
0 
u 

-3 

x 75 dB SPL 
o 85 dB SPL 
+ 95 dB SPL 

0 5 10 
Gap [cycles] 

8 

15 -3 

x 80 dB SPL 
+ 85 dB SPL 
o 95 dB SPL 

0 5 10 
Gap [cycles] 

15 

Figure A.3: Percent correct scoresjor subjects NH6 (left) and CL1 (right) at different sound 
pressure levels. Markers x and + represent percent correct scores at aftered SPLs ( 100 trials) 
which are compared with percent correct scores at the default SPL (marker o). 

NH6 
!, •• ,·.,., ·' 

CLl 
' . 

... 

SPL Tbresbold SPL Tbresbold ... 
. ....... ·.'. 

75 dB +2.4 cycle 80dB +3.1 cycle 

85 dB +2.3 cycle 85 dB +2.9 cycle 

95 dB +2.3 cycle 95dB +3.9 cycle 

Table A.2: Tone doublet discrimination thresholds for subjects NH6 and CL1, at different 
sound pressure levels (SPLs), (amplitude-ratio equal to [ 1: 1], shaded row = default). 
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Reproducibility 

Additionally, it was checked how well the data could be reproduced during time. This was 
done for subjects NHI and CL I. Fig. A.4 shows percent correct scores of the first experiment 
which was carried out after different periods of time. lt shows how well the data could be 
reproduced about 4 hours and 3 months after the beginning of the first experiment. eerre
sponding tone doublet discriminatien thresholds are in table A.3. For subject CLI thes~ thresh
olds are again based on only the left-hand-side of the plot (gap-durations smaller than or equal 
to 6 cycles). 

It is to see that percent correct scores of the reproduced data falls within the standard-devia
tions of the first measurement. Tone doublet discriminatien thresholds show no significant 
improvement or deterioration during time. From this it can be concluded that subjects' per
formances stay relatively constant, even during Jonger periods of time. Typically, the first and 
secend experiments were split up in three to five successive sessions. These sessions were car
ried out within two to three weeks time. So, the period of time between first and last experi
ment is at most three weeks. 
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Figure A.4: Percent correct scoresjor subjects NH1 (left) and CL1 (right) after4 hours (x) and 
aft er three months ( +) compared with percent correct scores at beginning of experiment 
(marker o), all data-pointsbasedon 100 trials (amplitude-ratio equal to [ 1:1 ]) . 

.. ' 

NHl 

Time 

start 

4 hours 

3 months 

i. 
::··: 

Threshold 
,·.·.: 

+1.3 cycle 

+1.3 cycle 

+1.1 cycle 

.· 

;: 

start 

4 hours 

3 months 

+3.9 cycle 

+3.4 cycle 

+3.8 cycle 

Table A.3: one doublet dis crimination thresholds for subjects NH 1 and CL1, reproduced aft er 
different periods of time (shaded row =default). 
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A.3 Additional experiments 

Carrier frequency 

Subject CLl participated in additional experiments in which the carrier frequency of the tone 
doublets was varied. The first experiment (tone doublet discrimination) was repeated. for fre
quencies equal to 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 2 kHz and 4 kHz. Corresponding percent correct scores are 
in Fig. A.5, tone doublet discrimination thresholds are in table A.4. 
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Figure A.5: The effect of changing the carrier frequency of the tone doublets for subject CL1. 
Markers* represent percent correct scores atfrequencies 250Hz (a), 500Hz (b), 2 kHz (c) and 
4 kHz (d) which are compared with percent correct scores at 1 kHz (marker o). All data-points 
basedon at least 75 trials, except ( c) and ( d), basedon 50 trials. Amplitude-ratio equal to [ 1: 1]. 

From these data it is seen that the discrimination of tone doublets is also possible at other 
carrier frequencies, at least for small gap-durations. At carrier frequencies of 500 and 4000 Hz 
there seems to be a retuming clue. However, the percent correct scores for large gap-durations 
are always smaller than in case of the 1-k.Hz carrier. The width of the retuming clue (the range 
of gap-durations for which an retuming clue is observed) is smaller than in case of the 1-kHz 
carrier. At 250 and 2000 Hz there is no retuming clue observed. Although, at 250 Hz there is a 
single data-point (gap = 4 cycles) which may be a candidate for the retuming clue, it is not 
clear whether this data-point is a chance hit or due to a retuming clue. 

Reminding the idea of a sliding temporal integration window it is expected that for high fre-
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Frequency···. Threshold 
1• •..• • •. •·•••• 

250Hz +2.6 cycle 

500Hz +4.5 cycle 

1000Hz +3.9 cycle 

2000Hz +0.4 cycle 

4000Hz +0.6 cycle 

Table A.4: Tone doublet discrimination thresholds (based on left-hand-side of plots, that is 
without data presenting a possible returning clue)for subject CLJ, at different carrier 
frequencies ofthe tone doublets (shaded row =default). 

quencies discrimination of tone doublets would be possible even at large gap-durations. This is 
due to the fact that at high frequencies the individual cycles are shorter and thus more cycles 
can be covered by the temporal window. On the other hand, it can be expected that at other fre
quencies, the sliding temporal window will have an different width or shape. The present data 
provides no evidence which supports or rejects this point of view. More data, at least for more 
subjects, is neededinorder to gain more insight in the effects of changing carrier frequency. 

Number of cycles 

Subjects NH6 and CL 1 participated in additional experiments in which the number of cycles of 
each tone bursts in the tone doublets was varied. The fi.rst experiment was repeated with 0, 2 
and 8-cycle bursts for subject NH6 and with 0, 1, 2, 8 and 16-cycle bursts for subject CL1 (car
rier frequency 1 kHz, amplitude-ratio [ 1: 1 ]). The 0-cycle burst represents the situation in 
which the tone bursts are replaced by clicks. In that case, the time separating the two clicks is 
equal to the gap-duration and the amplitude of each click is similar to the amplitude of the 
sinusoidal signals in the other tone doublets. Percent correct scores of these experiments are in 
Fig. A.6, corresponding tone doublet discrimination thresholds are in table A5. 

lt can be seen that the tone doublets made of a number of cycles different from four are still 

Threshold 

clicks +4.5 cycle clicks +4.9 cycle 

1 n.m. 1 +4.5 cycle 

2 +3.4 cycle 2 +4.5 cycle 

4 +2.3 cycle 4 +3.9 cycle 

8 +3.3 cycle 8 +3.3 cycle 

Table A.5: Tone doublet discrimination thresholds for subjects NH6 and CLJ, for different 
number of cycles in the bursts ofthe tone doublets (n.m. = not measured, shaded =default). 
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Figure A. 6: The effect of changing the number of cycles in each burst of the tone doublets for 
subjects NH6 (a, b and c) and CL1 ( d, e, f and g). Marker* represents percent correct scores 
for different number of cycles which are compared with percent correct scores for 4 cycles 
(marker o). All data-pointsbasedon at least 100 trials, amplitude-ratio equal to [ 1:1]. 
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discriminable. However, especially in case of the 8-cycle tone doublets, the psychometrie func
tions show more irregular ftuctuations in the percent correct scores. Subject CL1 shows again a 
retuming clue effect at large gap-durations. 

The discriminability of the tone doublets made of clicks can be declared by the repetition 
pitch effect as explained in Sec. 2.3. Here it was explained that a repetition pitch can be heard 
for repetition times between about 1 and 10 ms. In case of the clicks this corresponds to gap
durations between 1 and 10 ms. 

Binaural listening 

During the main experiments, subjects listened monaurally to the stimuli. This approach was 
chosen for simplicity. Interesting things can happen when the listening task is made binaural 
and dichotic. One way of doing this is by presenting the first burst of the tone doublet to the 
one ear and the second burst to the other ear. In that case no physical overlap can occur, even 
not for negative gaps. The situations of sound presentation under these two conditions are 
schemetically depicted in Fig. A.7. 

default: monaural binauralldichotic 

Figure A. 7: Schemetical representation of sound presentations during the manaural 
experiments (left, default) and binaural/dichotic experiments (right). 

Subject CLl participated in an additional experiment in which the difference between mon
aural and binaural/dichotic listening was examined. The first experiment was repeated with a 

· dichotic presentation of the stimuli as mentioned above. Percent correct scores are in Fig. A.8. 
From the data it is obvious that tone doublets are discriminabie under the monaural condi

tion, but not under the binaural/dichotic condition. Percent correct scores in case of the binau
ral/dichotic experiment are all not significant different from chance-level (50% and standard
deviations equal to +1-10% ). 
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Figure A.8: Percent correct scores ( 100 trials)for subject CL1 for the binaural/dichotic 
experiment(*) compared with the monaJ-lral experiment (o), amplitude-ratio equal to [ 1:1]. 
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Left ear 

As mentioned before, subject CL1 showed a retuming clue effect. In order to get insight in the 
nature of this phenomenon it was checked whether the retuming clue was present for both ears 
of subject CL 1. Therefore the first and second experiment (amplitude-ratio equal to [ 1: 1]) were 
repeated for the Ie ft ear at a similar sound pressure level. Percent correct scores are depicted in 
Fig. A.9, tone doublet discrimination thresholds are in table A.6. 

Although the scores at large gap-durations are a bit lower for the left than for the right ear, it 
is obvious that the retuming clue effect is also present for the left ear. 
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Figure A.9: Percent correct scores ( 100 trials)for subject CLJ, left ear (*) comparedwith right 
ear ( o ). (a) Tone doublet discrimination, ( b) tone doublet pitch labelling . 

.. 
Tone doublet discrimination Tone doublet pitch labelling 

Ear Thresbold Ear Threshold 
.··. 

Left +3.9 cycle Left +2.7 cycle 

Right +3.9 cycle Right +4.1 cycle 

Table A.6: Tone doublet discrimination thresholds and tone doublet pitch labelZing thresholds 
for subject CLJ, bath ears, basedon left-hand-side of plot ( shaded row = default). 

- Audiogram masking 

Finally, it was checked whether the retuming clue had sarnething to do with the non-flat audio
gram of this (hearing impaired) subject. One way of doing this is to look at what happens with 
the percent correct scores when (part of) the frequency-spectrum is masked by noise. Four 
types of masking noise were used: braadband white noise, braadband pink noise and low- and 
highpass pink noise. The properties of the noises that were used are indicated in table A. 7. Fig. 
AIO shows the results of repetitions of the first with masking noise in the background. 

The retuming clue is present at each masking condition. From this it can be concluded that 
the retuming clue has little to nothing to do with the non-flat audiogram of subject CL I. With 
that and all the previous data, there is still no explanation available for the retuming clue phe
nomenon. 
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· .. ··· .. i 
.·....... .·· ............................. 

Figure 
Masker .... ·.· .. ···••····················· 

•···•······.··· i'Filtering 
signalieve I Threshold 

·.· .. ·. · •..••...... i · .....•. ..· ... i·· noise spectrum level 
·.···. . .... ·· 

a Broadband white - 30dB +5.3 cycle 
noise (BB WN) 

b Broadband pink - 30dB +3.9 cycle 
noise (BB PN) 

c Lowpass pink lowpass 40dB +3.9 cycle 
noise (LP PN) 1 kHz 

d Highpass pink highpass 40dB +2.8 cycle 
noise (HP PN) 1 kHz 

21 No masker - - +3.9 cycle 
(default) 

Table A.7: Properties ofnoises usedfor audiogram masking (see text) tagether with tone 
doublet discrimination thresholds (shaded lower row =default). 
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Figure A. JO: Percent correct scores (50 trials) with audiogram masking (*) compared with 
scores without compensation ( o ), subject CLJ. (a) Braadband white noise, (b) braadband pink 
noise, ( c) lowpass pink noise, ( d) highpass pink noise, see text Jor details. 
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A.4 Foorier transform of tone donbiets 

Table A.8 gives a compressed overview of the steps that need to be taken to calculate the Fou
rier transform of a tone doublet. The power spectrum can be calculated using the formula: 

Power [dB] = 20 ·logiF(ro)l . 

On page A.22 and further plots are given of the amplitude and power spectra of all stimuli 
with amplitude-ratio equal to [ 1: 1] and [2: 1]. 

·' ··' ·, /.,,, .. · .... , .. · .. ... ,., 
Fourier transform ,Function. •••. , .•••... ·· • >·· 

.,····· , .. ·~ 

definition 00 00 

h(t) = 
2
11t J H(ro)ejrotdro H{ro) = J h(t)e -jrot dt 

-co -co 

block 1 , ltl::;; a 2 sinaro I rol :;t 0 
0, ltl >a (J) ' 

2a , !rol = 0 

sinusoid sin (t) rti{Ö(ro+ 1)-ö(ro-1)) 

( ö is Kronecker-delta) 

product g(t). h(t) 00 

G( ro )*H ( ro) = J G(ro-Q)H(Q)dQ 
-oo 

( * is convolution) 

gated 
A sin (ft) , lftl::;; 4rt . 4rtro 

sinusoid sm-
0 'l!tl > 41t 2Ai f , I rol :;t f m· (7f -1 

4rtAi 
, !rol = f -~ 

scaled Ag(f1t) +Bh(f2t) ,;1 ((~) + ,;2, H(h) sum 

delayed 
signa! 

f(t- T) e -jroT F(ro) 

tone Asin (ft) l!tl::;; 4rt H{ro)(l + re-jroTIJ) 
' doublet rAsin(f(t-T)), lf(t- T)l ::;; 4rt 

0 ' 
elsewhere with H ( ro) given by the Fourier 

with T = 2rt{gap+4 )/ f, gap in cycles transform of a gated sinusoid 

Table A.8: Table offunctions and their Fourier transfarms neededfor the calculation ofthe 
Fourier transfarm of a tone doublet (fis carrier frequency, ris amplitude-ratio [ 1: r] ). 
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A.S Remaining data 

Experiment 1: tone doublet discrimination 

The remaining data of subjects NH3, CL2 and CL3 (amplitude-ratios of [2:1] and [1:2]) are 
given in Fig. A.ll. The performances of these subjects are not significant different from 
chance-levelso that the thresholds are non-significant. 
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Figure A.11: Percent correct scores of first experiment ( tone doublet discrimination) for 
subjects NH3 (left) and CL2 (right),for amplitude-ratios equal to {2:1] (upper row) and { 1:2] 
(lower row ). The calculated thresholds are non-significant. 

Experiment 2: tone doublet labelZing 

The data of all subjectsis presented in Fig's A.12, to A.15 on the next pages. Subject CL3 did 
not take part in this experiment. Subjects NH3 and CL2 did not perform significantly better 
than chance-level. Consequently, their thresholds are non-significant. 
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Figure A.12: Percent correct scores (based on 50 trials) of second experiment (tone doublet 
pitch labelling ), normally hearing subjects. Amplitude-ratios [2: 1] ( left ), [ 1: 1] ( middle) and 
[ 1: 2] ( right column). Solid dots are not used during data-fitting of psychometrie function. 
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Figure A.l3: Percent correct scores (based on 50 trials) of second experiment (tone doublet 
pitch labelling), normally hearing subjects. Amplitude-ratios [2:1] (left), [1:1] (middle) and 
[1:2] (right column). Solid dots are not used during data-fitting ofpsychometricfunction. 
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Figure A.15: Percent correct scores (based on at least 50 trials) of second experiment (tone 
doublet pitch labelling), subjects with conductive loss. Amplitude-ratios [2: 11 (left), [ 1:11 
(middle) and [ 1:21 (right column). Solid dots are nat used during data-fitting ofpsychometric 
function. Note the retuming clue of subject CL1 and non-significant performance of subject CL3. 
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A.6 Random number generator 

In all experiments each trial consisted of a sequence of two or four intervals which were ran
domly chosen from two alternatives (AB versus BA and AABA versus ABAA). Each sequence 
had a 50% a priori probability. The decision which of the two alternatives to play was made 
using a random number. For each trial a random number (between -1 and 1, with -1 included 
and 1 not included) was generated and it was checked whether this number was positive (0 
included). If that was the case then the first alternative was played, if not, the second. Random 
numbers were generated using the standard random number generator of the FORTRAN pro
gramming language (ran). 

Nevertheless, some subjects found the order of stimuli sequences not completely random. 
They complained about the many successive repetitions of the same alternative. Therefore a 
quick examination of the random number generator and the order of stimuli was done. Three of 
these examinations will be presented below to show that the randomness of the stimuli orders 
is sufficient. 

Dis tribution 

A good random number generator should at least be uniformly distributed, non-periodic and 
independent. A first test is therefore to look at the distribution of the random numbers. This 
was done by successively generating two sets of random numbers with the same generator. 
After that a plot is made of these two sets by plotting each sample of the second set against the 
corresponding sample in the first set. For perfect random number generators it is expected that 
data-points are equally spaced. The extent of equal spacing increases with increasing number 
of samples in the sets. Fig. A.16 shows the results of this test, based on sets of 300 and 1200 
random numbers. These numbers were chosen fora particular reason. Each experiment con
sistedof four runs. Within a single run there were 300 trials (6 blocks of 50 trials each). So 300 
trials represents a single run and 1200 trials represents a complete experiment. It can be seen 
that for large sets of random numbers the spacing of data-points becomes uniform and even the 
smaller set is sufficiently uniform. To be more specific: the extent of clustering of data-points 
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Figure A.l6: Distributions basedon two sets of 300 random numbers (a) and two sets of 1200 
random numbers (b), approaching an equal spacing of data-points. 
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in each quadrant (left/right, lower/upper corner) of the plot is equal. With that it is expected 
that on average there will be as many random numbers less than 0.5 asequalor greater than 
0.5, resulting in a 50% a priori probability of the two alternatives. 

Auto-correlation 

A random number generator can be checked on possible periodicity by calculating the auto
correlation function of a random number set. Por perfectly random number sets the auto-corre
lation represents a delta-peak. Fig. A.17 shows the results of the autocorrelation functions, 
again basedon random number sets of 300 and 1200 numbers.lt can beseen that the auto-cor
relation pretty well resembles a delta-peak. The maximum value of the normalized auto-corre
lation away from the main peak is less than 0.15 in case of 300 samples and less than 0.09 in 
case of 1200 samples. From this it can be concluded that the random number sets have very lit
tle periodicity. 
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Figure A.l7: Auto-correlationfunctions oftwo random number sets, (a) 300 random numbers 
and (b) 1200 random numbers, approachinga delta-peak. 

Repetition-probability 

Finally a check was done based on the two alternatives used in the experiments. This was done 
by counting how many times each oftwo alternatives (called 'A' or 'B') occurred in a set. Fur
ther, also the number of repetitions were counted. A repetition is the case that in two successive 
samples the samealternative occurs ('AA' or 'BB', denoted by 2 x 'A' and 2 x'B'). The same 
thing was done for three and four repetitions of the same alternative. If the process which 
decides which alternative is chosen is completely random, the probability for each alternative 
should be equal to 50%. The probability forarepetitionis therefore 25%. Por three and four 
repetitions the probabilities are respectively 12.5% and 6.25%. Table A.9 shows repetition 
changes measured from 3 successive data-sets of 300 and 1200 points, respectively. 

Condusion 

From these test is can be concluded that the random number generator is not perfect, but good 
enough for generating two alternatives. The complaints of subjects about the non-random order 
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t•tset 
...... ·. 

2ndset 3rd set 
.•···· . 

pooJed 
· .. .·. 

probabiUty ~rror probablllty ~rror probablllty error probablllty error 

[%) [%) (%] [%) [%) [%) [%) {%) 

n=300 1 x 'A' 52.000 4.0 49.700 -0.6 48.900 -2.2 50.200 0.4 

1 x 'B' 48.000 -4.0 50.300 0.6 51.100 2.2 49.800 -0.4 

2 x 'A' 26.400 5.6 23.400 -6.4 23.900 -4.4 24.567 -1.7 

I 2x 'B' 22.400 -10.4 24.000 -4.0 26.000 4.0 24.133 -3.5 

3 x 'A' 13.600 8.8 11.000 -12.0 11.700 -6.4 12.100 -3.2 

3x 'B' 9.900 -20.8 12.100 -3.2 14.400 15.2 12.133 -2.9 

4x'A' 6.600 5.6 4.700 -24.8 6.500 4.0 5.933 -5.1 

4 x 'B' 4.700 -24.8 6.300 0.8 7.600 21.6 6.200 -0.8 

n=1200 1 x 'A' 49.970 -0.1 49.440 -1.1 50.100 0.2 49.837 -0.3 

1 x 'B' 50.030 0.1 50.560 1.1 49.900 -0.2 50.163 0.3 

2 x 'A' 25.040 0.2 24.820 -0.7 24.880 -0.5 24.913 -0.3 

2x 'B' 25.100 0.4 25.930 3.7 24.690 -1.2 25.240 1.0 

3 x 'A' 12.810 2.5 12.600 0.8 12.330 -1.4 12.580 0.6 

3 x 'B' 12.210 -2.3 13.150 5.2 12.220 -2.2 12.527 0.2 

4 x 'A' 6.480 3.7 6.500 4.0 6.230 -0.3 6.403 2.5 

4x 'B' 5.760 -7.8 6.650 6.4 5.970 -4.5 6.127 -2.0 

Table A.9: Repetitions probabilities and errorsjor two alternatives ('A' and 'B') generated by 
a random number generator for three sets (columns) of both 300 (upper) and 1200 random 
numbers (lower row) andfor the paoled sets containing the three successive sets (right 

of the stimuli is thought to arise from a non-objective attitude. The repetitions of sequences 
that inevitably arise, will then be better remembered than all other sequences, which are not 
repeated. Consequently, this gives rise to an attitude which is mainly focused on detecting each 
repetition and neglects altemating sequences. 
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A.7 Stimuli and spectra 

On the next pages an overview is given of the stimuli with their overall-time power spectra. 
Only plots of stimuli with amplitude-ratios of [2: 1] and [ 1: 1] are given. lt should be noted that 
the spectra are scaled such that the main peak has a power of 0 dB as explained in Sec. 2.2. 
Therefore, spectra of stimuli with amplitude-ratio [1:2] are equal to those of stimuli with 
amplitude-ratio equal to [1:2]. The meanings of abbreviations and symbols used in the tables 
are explained in table Al 0. 

symbol 
. . .. u:. 

... ·. meanin~.·.·•·.·••.•·•·:··•·.· .. :. .. ·. .. 

f::··:···· 
r·· symbol meaning 

fc carrier frequency 
[Hz] 

frep 
repetition pitch 

[Hz] 

ratio amplitude-ratio 
[first:second] 

fcog• + centre of gravity 
frequency [Hz] 

dur total duration !; frequency of ith 
[ms] maximum [Hz] 

gap silence interval P; power ofith 
[ms] maximum [dB], 

'[rep repetition time 
[ms] 

relative to 
main peak 

Table A. JO: List of symbols, abbreviations and meanings used in the table on the next pages. 

Centre of gravity 

The distinction between the spectra of the A and B stimulus is a bit complicated. This can be 
simplified by using a certain measure based on the transformation of the complex spectrum to 
a single number. A very elementary measure is the so called centre of gravity frequency. This 
frequency is equal to the power-weighted frequency of the spectrum 

f cog = J fP(f)df , 
-oo 

where f cog stands for the centre of gravity frequency and P(f) is the power of frequency 
componentfin the spectrum (short-time or overall-time). 

Since this measure does no longer contain much information of the complicated spectrum it 
is therefore a bit oversimplified. Nevertheless it can be used as an additional measure which 
gives a quick but not complete indication of the properties of a spectrum. The values of the 
centre of gravity frequencies are indicated in the figures by a '+' on the 0-dB axis. It can be 
seen that although the spectra change a lot between the A and B stimulus, the centre of gravity 
frequency stays relatively unchanged. 

/ 
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>. 

!rep = 571Hz (J 
frep = 444Hz 

C'-1 
0 5 10 fcog = 1016Hz I 0 5 10 

kog= 958Hz Time [ms] "0 Time[ms] 

~nn~ I 
= 

l:[~r\(\] / 1 =1044Hz PJ= OdB ~ / 1 = 944Hz P1= OdB 

h= 628Hz P2= -10 dB Cll h= 1350Hz P2= -14dB 

iJ= 411Hz P3= -17 dB ~ iJ= 395Hz p3= -14 dB 
bO 

0.5 1.0 1.5 !4= 1324Hz P4=-l8dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 j4= 589Hz P4= -17 dB 
Frequency [kHz] Frequency [kHz[ 

fWJVV!'v : : 

dur= 6.75 ms 

H~ I 
dur= 7.25 ms 

gap = -1.25 rns Cll gap = -0.75 ms ~ 

trep = 2.75 ms ]_ trep = 3.25 ms 

frep = 364Hz (J 
/rep = 308Hz -0 5 10 lcog = I 024 Hz I 0 5 10 
kog= 951Hz Time [ms] "0 Time[ms] 

:[n~ (\I = 

':inn~l 
= 11 =1047Hz P1= OdB ~ 11 = 947Hz P1= OdB 

h= 850Hz P2= -9dB Cll h= 1141Hz P2= -9dB 

iJ= 664Hz P3= -12 dB ~ IJ= 630Hz P3=-ll dB bO 
0.5 1.0 1.5 14= 1387Hz p4= -15 dB 0.6 1.0 1.5 14= 1313Hz p4= -18 dB 

Frequency [kHz] Frequency (l<Hz] 

:~ : • 

dur= 7.75 ms 

7'~ 
dur= 8.25 ms 

gap = -0.25 rns Cll gap= 0.25 ms 
~ 

trep = 3.75 ms ü t: __________ trep = 4.25 ms 
>. 

/rep = 267Hz (J 
/rep = 235Hz 

0 5 10 lcog = 1011 Hz 
0 0 5 10 

lcog = 979Hz Time [ms] "0 Time [ms] 
c:: 

:[0-/'\(\ I 
= ilnh /\i 11 =1044Hz P1= OdB ~ 11 = 953Hz P1= OdB 

h= 862Hz P2= -6dB Cll f2=1127Hz P2 = -6 dB 
~ IJ= 1346Hz p3= -14 dB bO IJ= 671Hz P3= -13 dB 

0.5 1.0 1.5 14= 590Hz p4=-14dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 14= 1384Hz P4=-15dB 
Frequency [kHz] Frequency [kHz] 

:~ 
dur= 8.75 ms 

7'~ 
dur= 9.25 ms 

gap = 0.75 ms Cll gap= 1.25 ms ~ -trep = 4.75 ms (J 
trep = 5.25 ms >. t: ___________ 

/rep = 211Hz 
(J 

/rep = 190Hz -0 5 10 
kog= 984Hz + 0 5 10 

kog= 988Hz Time [ms] "0 Time [ms] 

:[(\r\f\/\1 
c:: 

r:r~n(\ I 
= 11 =1040Hz P1= OdB ~ fi = 959Hz P1= OdB 

h= 876Hz P2= -4dB Cll h= 1114Hz p2= -4dB 

IJ= 634Hz P3= -11 dB ~ h= 817Hz p3=-12dB 
bO 

0.5 1.0 1.5 !4= 1189Hz P4=-l6dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 !4= 597Hz p4 =-13 dB 
Frequency [kHz] Frequency [kHz] 

.~ 
dur= 9.75 ms 

i_~ 
dur = 10.25 ms 

gap = 1.75 ms Cll gap = 2.25 ms ~ 

trep = 5.75 ms ü trep = 6.25 ms >. 
frep = 174Hz 

(J 

frep = 160Hz C'-1 
0 5 10 

kog= 987Hz + 0 5 10 
kog= 986Hz Time [ms] "0 Time [ms] 

:rrV\n (\I = 

~=1/\nfV\1 
= 11 =1036Hz P1= OdB ~ 11 = 964Hz P1= OdB 

h= 890Hz P2= -2dB Cll h= 1102Hz P2= -3 dB 

13= 1173Hz P3= -11 dB/ ~ h= 833Hz P3= -8 dB 
bO 

0.5 1.0 1.5 14= 674Hz P4=-13dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 14= 639Hz p4 =-11 dB 
Frequency [kHz] Frequency [kHz] 



A stimulus 
·;1~· ' 

Ie= 1000Hz, ratio [2: 1] Bstimulus 
gap minus one quarter cycle 

•· ...... ···1 cycle = 1 ms gap plus one quarter cycle 
·. .. .... ·.· 

u~~ 
• 

I 
dur = 10.75 ms 

"'~ 
• 

I 
dur = 11.25 ms 

gap = 2.75 ms "' gap= 3.25 ms ~ 
trep = 6.75 ms () trep = 7.25 ms >. t: ___ ~· 
!rep = 148Hz 

() 

!rep = 138Hz 
('") 

0 5 10 15 fcog = 986Hz + 0 5 10 15 
kog= 987Hz Time(ms) "0 

Time(ms) 

r:l~n(\J 
c 

I:IMA.r\ I = fi =1032Hz Pt= OdB ~ ft= 968Hz Pt= OdB 

h= 901Hz pz= -2 dB 
"' h= 1092Hz P2= -3 dB 

iJ= 1157Hz P3= -8 dB ~ iJ= 849Hz P3= -6 dB 
Cl) 

0.5 1.0 1.5 f4= 605Hz p4=-12dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 f4= 675Hz p4= -13 dB 
Froquoncy (kHz) Fr_.ncy (kHz) 

i_:~ 
• 

I 
dur = 11.75 ms 

H~· WA 

• 

I 
dur = 12.25 ms 

gap= 3.75 ms "' gap= 4.25 ms u 
'trep = 7.75 ms (j 

trep = 8.25 ms >. 
!rep = 129Hz 

() 
frep = 121Hz 

0 5 10 15 
fcog = 986Hz 1 0 5 10 15 

kog= 986Hz Timo[ms) 
"0 

Ttme(mo) 

Ilr\nMI 
c 

i:l f\r\ rv\ (\J ft= 1029Hz OdB = ft= 971Hz OdB Pt= ~ Pt= 
f2=911Hz P2= -1 dB 

"' 
f2=1083Hz P2= -2dB 

iJ= 1143Hz P3= -6dB ~ iJ= 862Hz P3= -5 dB 
Cl) 

0.5 1.0 1.5 f4= 643Hz P4=-11 dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 f4= 612Hz p4 =-12dB 
Froquency (kHz) Froquoncy (kHz) 

r~ WA 

• 

I 
dur = 12.75 ms 

H~· wg dur = 13.25 ms 
gap= 4.75 ms "' gap = 5.25 ms u 
trep = 8.75 ms (j 

'trep = 9.25 ms >. 
frep = 114Hz () 

frep = 108Hz 
11"1 

0 5 10 15 
fcog = 986Hz + 0 5 10 15 

fcog = 986Hz Time (ms) "0 Time(ms) 

ttY\nJ\ I 
c 

i{J\AMI 
= ft= 1026Hz Pt= OdB ~ ft= 974Hz Pt= OdB 

h= 920Hz P2= -1 dB 
"' 

h= 1075Hz P2= -2dB 

iJ= 1130Hz P3= -5dB ~ iJ= 874Hz P3= -4dB co 
0.5 1.0 1.5 !4= 821Hz P4= -9dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 f4=1171Hz p4 =-10dB 

Froquoncy (kHz) Froquoncy (kHz) 

t:~ ~ 
dur = 13.75 ms 

HPvi. wvH 
dur = 14.25 ms 

gap= 5.75 ms "' gap= 6.25 ms ~ 
'trep = 9.75 ms () 'trep = 10.25 ms 

~ 
frep = 103Hz 

\0 frep = 98Hz 
0 5 10 15 

fcog = 986Hz + 0 5 10 15 fcog = 986Hz Time(ms) "0 Timo(mo) 

i{f\;\r\ AAl 
c 

~=~(V\ A nfÎJ 
= fi =1024Hz Pt= OdB ~ fi = 976Hz Pt= OdB 

h= 927Hz P2= -1 dB 
"' f2 =1069Hz P2= -1 dB 

iJ= 1119Hz P3= -4dB ~ iJ= 885Hz P3= -3 dB co 
0.5 1.0 1.5 f4= 834Hz P4= -7 dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 f4 = 1158Hz P4= -8dB 

Froquency (kHz) Froquency (kHz) 

l:~ vw1 
dur = 14.75 ms 

[~· ~ 
dur = 15.25 ms 

gap= 6.75 ms "' gap= 7.25 ms ~ 
'trep = 10.75 ms () 'trep = 11.25 ms >. 
frep = 93Hz () 

frep = 89Hz 
I' 

0 5 10 15 
fcog = 986Hz + 0 5 10 15 

fcog = 986Hz Time (ms) "0 nme(ms) 

J:lrV\nM I 
c 

r:lrfv\A mi 
= ft= 1022Hz Pt= OdB ~ fi = 978Hz Pt= OdB 

h= 933Hz pz= -1 dB 
"' h= 1064Hz P2= -1 dB 

iJ= 1110Hz P3= -3dB ~ iJ= 894Hz P3= -2 dB co 
0.5 1.0 1.5 f4= 847Hz P4= -6dB 0.5 1.0 1.5 [4= 1146Hz P4= -7 dB 

Froquency (kHz) Froquoncy (kHz) -

I_:~ ~ 
dur = 15.75 ms 

t:~· ~ 
dur = 16.25 ms 

gap= 7.75 ms "' gap= 8.25 ms ~ 
'trep = 11.75 ms () 'trep = 12.25 ms >. 
frep = 85Hz () 

frep = 82Hz 
00 

0 5 10 15 
fcog = 986Hz + 0 5 10 15 

fcog = 986Hz Time[ms) "0 Timo(ms) 

,:r_(V\ n Ai\J 
c 

i:frV\ r\ ~0~ = ft= 1020Hz Pt= OdB ~ ft= 980Hz Pt= OdB 

h= 938Hz P2= OdB 
"' h= 1059Hz P2= -1 dB 

iJ= 1101Hz P3= -3 dB ~ iJ= 902Hz P3= -2dB co 
0.5 1.0 1.5 f4= 858Hz P4= -5 dB 0.5 1,0 1.5 f4= 1136Hz P4= -6dB 

Froquency (kHz) Froquency (kHz) 



. gap ,ninus one·quarter.cycle 
. ... 

J!Jliv: :1 
0 5 10 

Timelms] 

:[ Z:Su! 
0.5 1.0 1.5 

Fraquency !kHz] 

-PWN0V ; I 
0 5 10 

Time!ms] 

~uQT\{\ I 
0.5 1.0 1.5 

Frequency !kHz] 

EWNM ;1 
0 5 10 

Time Ims] 

dur= 4.75 ms 
gap = -3.25 ms 
trep = 0.75 ms 

!rep = 1333 Hz 

fcog = 1037Hz 

IJ=I030Hz Pt= OdB 

h= 1354Hz p2=-12dB 

f3 = 575Hz p3= -25 dB 

/4= 712Hz p4=-33dB 

dur= 5.75 ms 
gap = -2.25 ms 
trep = 1.75 ms 

/rep= 571Hz 

fcog = 1024Hz 

ft= 1049Hz Pt = 0 dB 

h = 627Hz P2= -10 dB 

f3 =1317Hz p3= -19 dB 

/4= 806Hz p4=-20dB 

dur= 6.75 ms 
gap = -1.25 ms 
trep = 2.75 ms 

frep = 364Hz 

fcog = I 03'\ Hz 

0

1 F\ I ft= 1050Hz :: nnu C\ ~:= :~~:: 
Pt= OdB 
P2= -10 dB 

PJ=-12 dB 

P4=-16dB 0.5 1.0 
Fraquency !kHz] 

1.5 / 4 =1390Hz 

_:~;] 

0.5 

0 5 w 
Timeims] 

1.0 
Frequency !kHz] 

FWMN\fÇj 
0.5 

0 5 10 
Time Ims] 

1.0 
Fraquency !kHz] 

:P\AN8MlV] 
0 5 10 

Time!ms] 

Lu!YJo [\] 
0.5 1.0 1.5 

Frequency !kHz] 

dur= 7.75 ms 
gap = -0.25 ms 
trep = 3.75 ms 

frep = 267Hz 

fcog = 1017Hz 

dur= 8.75 ms 
gap= 0.75 ms 
trep = 4.75 ms 

frep = 211 Hz 

kog= 984Hz 

dur= 9.75 ms 
gap= 1.75 ms 
trep = 5.75 ms 

!rep = 174Hz 

fcog = 987Hz 

Pt= OdB 

P2= -6dB 

P3=-14dB 

P4=-14dB 

Pt= OdB 

P2= -4dB 

P3= -IJ dB 

P4=-17dB 

ft= 1037Hz Pt = 0 dB 
h = 888 Hz p2 = -3 dB 

IJ= 1178Hz P3=-12dB 
/4= 676Hz p4 = -13 dB 

I .. gap plus one quarter cycle 

0 5 
Timelms] 

· . 

10 

l:[nC\ Ql 
0.5 1.0 1.5 

Fraquency !kHz] 

H-:VWWV----11 

0.5 

0 5 10 
Time!ms] 

Ûuul 
1.0 

Fraquoncy !kHz] 
1.5 

J:1f-WNM I Jo .-------1 

1_1 

0.5 

0.5 

0 5 
Timeims] 

1.0 
Fraquency IKHz] 

5 
Time Imsl 

1.0 
FreqtJOncy !kHz] 

10 

10 

[[WV\[0M&j 

0.5 

0 5 10 
Time lms] 

1.0 
Fraquency !kHz] 

5 
Timeims] 

10 

dur= 5.25 ms 
gap = -2.75 ms 
trep = 1.25 ms 

!rep = 800Hz 

kog= 941Hz 

ft = 944 Hz Pt = 0 dB 

h = 654 Hz P2 = -11 dB 

IJ= 1384Hz p3=-17dB 

/ 4 = 1224Hz p4=-38dB 

dur= 6.25 ms 
gap= -1.75 ms 
trep = 2.25 ms 

frep = 444Hz 

kog= 951Hz 

ft = 940Hz Pt = 0 dB 

h= 1350Hz P2=-14dB 

IJ= 1174Hz p3=-15dB 

/4 = 579Hz p4 = -18 dB 

dur= 7.25 ms 
gap= -0.75 ms 
trep = 3.25 ms 

frep = 308Hz 

fcog = 942Hz 

dur= 8.25 ms 
gap= 0.25 ms 
trep = 4.25 ms 

frep = 235Hz 

fcog = 978Hz 

dur= 9.25 ms 
gap= 1.25 ms 
trep = 5.25 ms 

/rep = 190Hz 

fcog = 988Hz 

dur = 10.25 ms 
gap= 2.25 ms 
trep = 6.25 ms 

frep = 160Hz 

fcog = 985Hz 

Pt = OdB 

P2= -9 dB 

P3= -11 dB 

P4=-19dB 

PI= OdB 

P2= -6dB 

P3=-13dB 

P4= -15 dB 

P1 = OdB 

P2= -4 dB 

P3= -13 dB 

P4=-13dB 

1:1 u rlY\ (\(\] ~:~:~:: ~: :!E 
o.5 1.0 1.5 / 4= 639Hz p4 =-lldB 

Frequency !kHz] 



A stimulus 
gap minus one quarter cycle 

. · ..... .. 
fc i::lOOOHz, ratio [1:1] 

lcy<:le=lms 
.. '' .. ·· .. • .. 

Bstlmulus 
gap plus one quarter cycle 

···. 

[~.----------~1 

0.5 

0 5 10 15 
Time[ms] 

1.0 
Fnoquoncy [kHz) 

HW1!=- :I 
0 5 10 15 

Time[ms] 

dur = 10.75 ms 
gap= 2.75 ms 
'trep = 6.75 ms 

/rep= 148Hz 

kog= 986Hz 

dur= 11.75 ms 
gap= 3.75 ms 
'trep = 7.75 ms 

!rep = 129Hz 

kog= 987Hz 

ilû JYb (\[\] E~:: 
o.5 1.0 1.5 / 4 = 644Hz 

Frequency [kHz) 

H~ 1~ :1 
0.5 

0 5 10 15 
Time [ms] 

1.0 
Frequency [kHz) 

HYWr---WVR 

0.5 

0 5 10 15 
Time [ms] 

1.0 
Frequency [kHz] 

H~r------'vwa 
0 5 10 15 

Time [ms] 

dur= 12.75 ms 
gap= 4.75 ms 
'trep = 8.75 ms 

/rep = 114Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

dur = 13.75 ms 
gap= 5.75 ms 
'trep = 9.75 ms 

!rep = 103Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

dur = 14.75 ms 
gap= 6.75 ms 
'trep = 10.75 ms 

/rep = 93Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

f:[ nrt.iUYJI\ ûf\ I ~= :~~:: 
o.5 1.0 1.5 / 4 = 846Hz 

Frequency [kHz] 

H~-Whl 
0 5 10 15 

Time [ms] 

dur = 15.75 ms 
gap= 7.75 ms 
'trep = 11.75 ms 

!rep = 85Hz 

kog= 986Hz 

Pt= OdB 

p2= -1 dB 

p3 = -6dB 

p4 =-lldB 

Pt= OdB 

p2= -1 dB 

p3 = -5 dB 

p4 =-10dB 

Pt = OdB 

p2= -1 dB 

P3= -4 dB 

P4= -7 dB 

Pt= OdB 

p2= -1 dB 

p3= -3 dB 

p4 = -6dB 

iJmndffi\ o/\J ~::::: 
o.5 1.0 1.5 / 4 = 857Hz 

Frequency [kHz] 

Pt= OdB 

p2= OdB 

p3= -3 dB 

p4 = -5 dB 

il~&ciM :I 
0 5 10 15 

Time [ms) 

n~: WÄ 1 
0 5 10 15 

Timo[ms] 

dur = 11.25 ms 
gap= 3.25 ms 
'trep = 7.25 ms 

!rep = 138Hz 

fcog = 987Hz 

dur = 12.25 ms 
gap= 4.25 ms 
'trep = 8.25 ms 

!rep = 121 Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

!g 

0

1 (I(Y\. I ft= 971 Hz Pt = 0 dB 
~-10 

(\ h =1084Hz p2 = -2 dB 

-2o UûU (\ (\ IJ= 861Hz p3 = -5 dB 
0.5 1.0 

Frequoncy [kHz) 
1.5 / 4 = 612Hz p4 =-12dB 

H~: WV8 
0.5 

0 5 10 15 
Timo[ms] 

1.0 
Frequency [kHz] 

n~: ru 
0.5 

0 5 10 15 
Time [ms] 

1.0 
Frequency [kHz) 

H~: ma 
0 5 10 15 

Time[ms] 

1{~-· ~ 
o 5 ro a 

Time [ms] 

dur = 13.25 ms 
gap= 5.25 ms 
'trep = 9.25 ms 

!rep = 108Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

dur = 14.25 ms 
gap= 6.25 ms 
'trep = 10.25 ms 

/rep = 98Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

dur = 15.25 ms 
gap= 7.25 ms 
'trep = 11.25 ms 

/rep= 89Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

dur = 16.25 ms 
gap= 8.25 ms 
'trep = 12.25 ms 

frep = 82Hz 

fcog = 986Hz 

ft= 979Hz 

h= 1059Hz 

IJ= 901Hz 

/ 4 = 1137Hz 

p 1 = OdB 

p2= -2 dB 

P3= -4dB 

p4 = -10 dB 

Pt = 0 dB 

p2 = -I dB 

p3= -3 dB 

p4= -8dB 

Pt = OdB 

p2= -1 dB 

p3 = -2 dB 

p4 = -7 dB 

Pt = OdB 

p2 = -I dB 

p3= -2 dB 

p4 = -6 dB 


